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Murray, Ky., Tuesday Afternoon, February 24, 1970

Mrs. Mae West Is
Claimed By Death

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray
Passed Mrs. Pullen's farm and
all the hogs were out lying in
the sun.

Congratulations to local teachen, school boards and others
for the restraint they have
shown over the past several
days. Nobody is mad, there is
a problem to be solved,
and k will take all hands.
Two Squirrels Sunday, filled
with the joys of spring, chased
one another all over the woods.
They never got too high, about
four feet, and sipped about
from tree to tree in an ecstasy
which only a warm day can

His program is designed to
teach youngsters that "there is
a greatness in America" Moore
says.
Fellow says the greatest cause
of ulcers is mountain climbing
over the molehill*.

Vol. LXXXXI No. 46

McCracken County, Paducah
Boards Hie Suits Monday

Mrs. Mae West of Amino Route
One passed away Monday at
five p. m. at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital. She was
75 years of age and her death
followed an extended illness.
She was the wife of Frank
West who died June 9, 1965.
Mrs. West was born March 23,
leg& in Stewart County, Tenn.,
and her parents were Allen
Wotford and Effie Sexton WofThe four-point legislative proford. She was a member of the gram of the Kentucky EducaHardin Baptist Church.
tion Association delegate asMrs. West is survived by two sembly has won the endorsedaughters, Mrs. Harold Wyatt ment and support of the Murof Almo Route One with whom ray State University Education
she made her home, and Mrs. Association.
Leon Winchester of Evansville, A resolution describing the
Ind.; one son, Claiborne -West KEA program as "just and proof Columbus, Ga.; one sister, per's was adopted by the MurMrs. Clara McCraw of Athens, ray ,State group. Presented to
Tenn.; three brothers, Morris the Kentucky General AssembWofford of Lakeland, Monroe ly February 2 for consideration,
and Mina Wofford of Granite the four-point _ KEA program
City, Ill.; seven grandchildren; requests:
two great grandchildren.
—Professional negotiations.
The funeral will be held at --Removal of the freeze on
the chapel of the Max If. Chur- local school support.
:.t.11 Funeral Home Tuesday at
—Authorization
of • local
.14., p.m..
Pfc. William H. Ross
hoards to -provide fringe beneBurial will be in the Murray fits.
City Cemetery with the arrange—Annual cost of living inments by the Max H. Churchill crease of six per cent on " base
Funeral Home where friends salaries.
may call after four p. in. today
John Wells, president of the
(Tuesday).
Murray State association, said
copies of the resolution, which
calls the four-point program
"essential to the maintenance
Private Fruit Class William
of a defensible public education H. Roes, son of Mr. and Mrs.
program in Kentucky," have W. Harmon Ross, Sr., of Murbeen sent to several legislators ray Route Two, is now serving
and government officials in on the island of Vieques, locatFrankfort_
ed ten miles southeast of Porto Rico in the Caribbean Sea.

MSU Association
Endorses Program

Now what about that Wild
Kingtken Sunday evening on
TV? We could literally watch
that type of thing for hours
and never tire.

Former boxer Archie Moon
heads a program in California
entitled Any Boy Cen":Nandalism in vacant houses was
$7.500 per month before he
started his rehabilitation pro•
of boys; about the age of
M. After his program began,
vandalism dropped to $70 a
month.

10* Per Copy

First Suit
On Strike
In State

The Paducah and McCracken
Cdunty school boards filed similar suits Monday in McCracken
Circuit Court, both seeking temporary injunctions requiring the
teachers in the two systems to
return to work on Thursday.
Hearings on the suits are set
for Wednesday.
The suits contend that the
boards are governmental agencies and that the work stoppage constitutes a strike Against
a governmental agency, which
is illegal in Kentucky.
Officers and representatives
of the Paducah Education Association were named as defendants lathe suit filed by the Paducah Board of Education.
In asking for the injunction,
the Paducah School Board cites
that a walkout of more than 21
days might cause students of
Tilghman High fshool to lose
their credits foe the year.
The suits ask that teachers
be required to resume teaching,
report for work at their regular
Ross is serving as a commun- time, and that they cease and
icator for the Heackmarters Pla- desist all encouragement, ortoon of F.. Btry., 2nd Bn., 10th ganization and propagation and
Marines, an artillery unit. Be all other acts brought about by
left for tbe island February 8. the work stoppage.
Both school boards contend
-He had his advance training that a continuation of the strike
in communications at Camp would cause them "immediate
Pendleton, California, and Camp and irreparable injury."
Leleture, North Coronae.
The suits tiled in Padaeah
were the first filed in the state
Ross volunteered for the Un- and will apparently
be watched
ited States Marine Corps, June closely by
other school boards
11, 1969, and had his basic across
the stste.
training at Camp Pendleton,
The statewide teachers' strike
San Diem California.
began Monday as expected and
The Callaway County man is with the exception of Murray
a graduate of Calloway Count City, Calloway County, Carlisle
High School and attended Mur- County and Trigg County, all
ray State University for two Wester!) Kentucky
systems
years before entering the ser- were closed.
vice.
In a news release this morning the Murray Education AsHis address is as follows:
sociation pointed out that the
Pfc. Wm. H. Ross 2589464
Fox Batt. 2nd Bn. 10th Marine primary source of local support for public schools is the
2nd Marine Division F.M.F.
property tax. In Murray the
Camp Le.leune, N. C. 28842.
(Continued on Page Eight)

William H. Ross
Stationed On Island In
The Caribbean Sea

Murray High
Speech Club
wEATHER REPORT Holds Meet

Sinking Spring Baptist Church — Above is an artists conception of the new proposed
church building for the Sinking Spring Baptist Church. The old building burned on December
9, 1%9. The new building Is expected to be ready by it. summer of this year.

Sinking Spring Baptist Church
otes For New Church Building

"The Dungeon" To Open
The Murray High Chapter of In Superior Building

I ['lied l'rese Inter•atioaal

the National Forensic League
sponsored the third annual Na- "The Dungeon", a new dance
hall will open in the former
Kentucky: Increasing cloud- than B. Stubblefield Speech location of the old
Superior
Saturday.
last
The high cost of crime reaultThe membership of the Sink- Griffin, Marvin Billington, ana iness today. Mostly cloudy to- Tournament
Laundry and Cleaners in the
lag from the drug traffic has ing Spring Baptist Church voted Billy Paschall.
Wednesday with Twenty-two schools from Ken- building at 206
night
and
bean womputed b11006- Leen aiseinsieleriesay weer this weekNorth 4th Street
The old church bell will in chance of rein extreme
tucky and Tennessee participaton Friday. February 27.
Wurmaer, director of the Johns end to accept the recommenda- retained by the church, ai late today spreading over west ed in the contest.
most
Hopkins Drug Abuse Center' In tion of the building committee though it has not been decidec
The highlight of the day was
of state tonight and ending from
Local and out of town bands
Baltimore. He says the average on a building program to begin as to what to do with it. The
Wednesday. mud to- the awards assembly at 4 o'- will be featured at
west
the
the dance
addict's "habit" costs $47.00 a as soon as possible.
intense heat has made the bell day with highs mostly 50s. clock at which tropics wrre
to be held from eight p.m. to
day and, that by "fencing" stoThe church building burned almost useless.
Turning colder late tonight and given in nine individual events midnight.
len goods at one-third of their on December 9 of last year and
and two team events.
Rev. Sills said that it is hop- Wednesday.
Lows tonight mostvalue, an addict would have to was a complete loss.
-ed that the new building will ly in the
Memphis Frayser captured
Dances will be held each
30s.
steal $51,468 of merchandise a
Edwin Cain has been named be ready for use by late sumhe first place sweepstakes with weekend,
according to the manyear. Estimates of drug-caused as the general contractor to mer.
Trigg
County taking the second agers, Mike
LAKE DATA
Garland, Hugh
which
thefts in Washington, D. C. build the new building
Kentucky Lake, 7 a.m. 3545. place trophy.
Watkins, and Jim Heisler.
as
location
some
the
be
in
will
The
Speech
Club
would
like
down
0.2. Below dam 317.5. up
(Continued on Page Eight)
the old bulding, except that it
to express its appreciation to
0.3. Six gates open.
will be forty feet further back
Barkley Lake, 7 a.m. 3546. the Bank of Murray, the Chamfrom the highway for • total
down 0.1. Below dam 3546, oer of Commerce and the Peoof eighty-five feet.
ple's Bank. These organizations
down 0.1.
The new building will be 112
helped to pay for the cost of
Wein
rises
9:17
p.m.
The Murray Police Departfeet long and fifty feet wide.
Sunrise 6:35; sunset 5:46. trophies and other expenses
This is twelve feet longer than ment cited one man on five
incurred in putting on the tourcounts
yesterday
at
11
ant,
nament.
Dr. H. C. Chiles, minister of the old building and the same according
to
the
Wade Roberts, Route 5, Murcitation reMr. Ron Beshear is the speech
the First Baptist Church of width. The auditorium will Le
and debate coach at Murray ray. has been promoted to Fire
Muray, is presenting a book of the same capacity, about 400. PortThe
Control Assistant for the first
High,
study of the Book of James this A full size basement will he ing, citations were for speeddriving while intoxicated,
district of the Kentucky Divisclass24
containing
constructed
week at Emmanuel Baptist
ion of Forestry. Roberts has
rooms for Sunday School. The disregarding a stop sign, reckChurch, Mayfield.
less driving, and resisting arbeen with the Kentucky DivisThe study opened at weep building will also contain the rest.
ion of Forestry 154 years and
p. m. Monday. Other studies pastor's study and a nursery.
One other person was cited
has made outstanding contriStory Hour will be held at
will be held Tuesday, Thursday, The total square feet in the for
speeding on Monday by the ;be Murray-Callowey County
butions to the fire control probuilding will amount to 12,400
and Friday evenings.
gram in this area
Library on Wednesday a n d
feet. The building will be pro- Murray Police Department.
Roberts began his service as
a meeting with state legislators
Thursday from three to four
By DAVID A. LANUS
perly 'heated and air conditionThe Wranglers Riding Club County Ranger of Calloway
at Louisville.
p.m.
ed.
FRANKFORT,
Ky.
(UPI) —
A film in color, "Dick Whitt- will meet Thursday, February County and served in this positInitial reaction to the strike
The plans, designed by Cleington And His Cat", will be 25, at seven p.m. at the Callo- ion eleven years. In November The Kentucky General Assem- from state legislators was a
ment and Gingies of Nashville,
1965 he was promoted to Unit bly was expected .to face its hardened attitude which many •
shown. Animal stories will be way County Court House.
Tennessee, allow for future exOfficers announced that the Ranger supervising the fire con- first real crisis of the current predicted would shift not totold.
pansion of the building.
All children in the four to- skating party has been Rost- trol activities in the seven wes- session when its chambers were ward sympathy but would backRev. Terry Sills If pastor of
Vandalism was reported to a
The
seven
Greet
age group are invited to Paned until Monday, March 9. tern .counties of the first dis- invaded today by striking pub- lash.
Decisions
Group
ef
ComBuilding
church.
The
the
car parked on the lot of Sendlic school teachers demanding
trict.
the
Murray
attend.
"I don't think we'll budge unBranch
of
the
'Xnierof
Lake
composed
mittee
is
ers-Purdom Motor Sales on MonIn his new position of Fire more pay.
ican
lest we're convinced our coma.
Association
of
University
HartsRoy
chairman,
D.
Hall,
day, according to the report
Control Assistant, Roberts will
made to the Murray Police De- field, Raymond Crawford, W. Women will meet with MrS. Mee
The Kentucky Education As- tueots are behind the teachers
be in charge of all fire control
sociation KEA announced that to the extent that they're willpartment Monday at 2:30 p.m. B. Wilson mid Brent McNutt. Claxton at Ordway Hall, Olin
activities in the thirteen westthe state's 33,000 pri- ing tp pay more taxes," one
The report said the wind- The Finance Committee is com- Boulevard and North 15ff
ern counties of Kentucky, which 24,000 of
1
secondary school legislator said.
and
shield was broken and t w o posed of Otto Parks, chairman, Street, on Wednesday, Februmary
"It's not that we are unmindAn "Eyeball" QS0 Party will includes the Land Between the teachers were not in class Monholes hes been cut in the vinyl Raymond Matheny, Gedrick Pas- ary 25, at 7:30 p.m.
A two car collision was in- be held Wednesday, February Lakes.
ful of the teechers' needs, but
day.
top of a 1970 GTO Pontiac own- chall. Paschall is also treasur- ' Miss Jane Rainey will be the
Although
Roberts will conThe first day of the teacher we're doing as much as we can
ad by Jackie Cochran. The car er of the building fund. The leader on the topic, "Middle vestigated Monday by the Mur- 25 at 7:30 p.m. at the HAM tinue to reside in Calloway
ray Police Department. The ac- Shack (Old Kindergarten Buildwalkout left 70 per cent of the for the moment," said state
had been parked there to have committee in charge of clear- East".
All interested members are cident occurred on the Parker ing) on Chestnut Street, MSU County, he will now be respon- state's 700,000 students with no Sen. Romano Matson of Louie
some work done to it, the re- ing the site of the old burned
sible for all counties in this disFlord, Inc., lot on Seventh Street, Campus,
ville.
building is composed of Ancil invited to attend.
schools.
port said.
but no injuries were reported. A movie entitled "Radio trict. He asks that all future
Whaley predicted Kentucky
Charles, Whaley, director of
Care involved were a 1965 Transmission Line Theory" will calls concerning fires or tim- research and information for citizens would rally behind the
Ford two door hardtop owned be shown. All members and in- ber management in Calloway
the KEA, said both estimates teachers' demands. "I think the
by J. C. Hankins, Shady Oaks terested Persons are invited to County be directed to the new
were expected to climb much public will come to support us
County Ranger, Boyce McCuisTrailer Court and driven by atteod.
higher today because some Of more and more as this comes
ton, at 753-3087.
Harvey Lynn Elder of Mayfield
the state's 193 school districts home at the local level," be
An auction bazaar will be Route Four, and a 1984 Pondid not open Monday in honor said.
held at the meeting of the Zeta tiac two door hardtop owned by
"When the public realizes
of Washington's birthday. He
Department of the Murray Wo- Otis Brown and driven by
the districts were on what this means — that it's the
of
118
said
By WALTER WHITEHEAD
man's Club to be on Thursday, Moyce Marie Brown of Hazel
future of their children they're
strike.
SAIGON et — American in- February 28, at 7:30 p.m.
Route Two,
The legislature was also out dealing with — they'll support
fantrymen unearthed a major
Mrs. Brown told police she
Proceeds will go to the Zeta's
us' the KEA official added,
Monday for the holiday.
guerrilla arms cache in the project of the Mental Health was backing up from • perked
Wendell P. Butler, state suapparent show of force,
In
an
Central Highlands in what of- Center and other projects. John position and Elder opened his
Monday ansounced a 'perinterident of public instrucKEA
the
ficial military sources said to- T. Irvin will be the auctioneer, door and the bumper caught
mass meeting of its 32,000 tion, said he understood the
day was evidence the North
All members are to bring the door. Elder told police be
The Woman's Missionary Socmembers
at Louisville Wednes- strike would last a week. WhalVietnamese and the Viet Cong items to be auctioned and may pulled in to park and started
iety of the Elm Grove Baptist are
"to discuss the issues." ey said the strike was "an openday
preparing for a spring of- invite guests.
to open the door and Mrsi
Church will have a mission
Whaley said no public officials end thing with 'no set time
fensive.
Hostesses will he Mesdames Brown was backing up and hit
study at the home of Mrs. Earl
had been invited, but it would limit."
U. S. 4th Infantry Division Dan Hutson, Woodfin Hutson, his door.
Whaley said the strike's
Leer on Thursday, February 28, troops found
be a public meeting and they
seven tons of arms John T. Irvan, Elsie W.
Damage was
length would depend on how .
to the
at ten am.
attend.
welcome
Kivett,
to
were
and supplies Monday in the and A. H.
left door of ther:eKrd,I but no
Kopperud.
"Mission: Northeast" will be jungle
The KEA is seeking a $600 soon the legislature acted an
19 'miles northeast of
damage was reported to the
the book to be taught by Mrs. An Khe and 275
of living pay increase dur- KEA,•demands.
cost
miles northKAPPA DELTA P1
"It is my informatiel/
Pontiac.
1
4gat
zt a
Robert Weston, Mrs. Walton northeast of Saigon.
ing the next two fiscal years-rds
as much as the legislature number of local school
- Fulkersion Mrs. Joe Arnold, The cache contained,a2
twice
SoThe Delta Omega chapter of
NOW YOU KNOW
Mrs. Jesse Roberts, and Mrs. Al- viet-made 122mm rocketr
authorized in the state budget. are cooperating with the Whig
mor- the Kappa Delta Pi will meet
While fellow KEA members stoppage for just one week and
bert Crider.
tar rounds, rocket-propelled greinternacsnai
a
A potluck luncheon will be nades and 4,000 block of plastic tonight (llksday) at seven p.m by United Press
were lobbing in Frankfort to- plan to have everyone back by
in Room 1S4 of the Education
Cows were first brough"
served. , All women of the
day, members_of the Jefferson next Monday," Butler said.
:111418111111614prepree---1-r-this.
*sliding. Murray State Unister,- the United - States .by -Vis411.10
einift•buifft-Weed- to'ausibs,•
(Continued on Page Eight)
colonists
had.called
be stales large$
-14•Mensiest-err-Pege-iiighlif- - - • -- il
•

Dr. H. C. Chiles Is
Conducting Study

Man Cited On Five
Counts By The Police

Wade Roberts
Is Promoted

Story Hour Thursday
Will Feature Film

KEA Plans Mass Meeting
For Wednesday, Louisville

Wranglers Riding Club
Plans Thursday Meet

Vandalism Reported On
1970 GTO Pontiac

Great Decisions Group
Meets On Wednesday

Two Car Collision
Investigated Monday

American Infantrymen Unearth
Major Cache Of Guerrilla Arms

Ham Radio Shack 11S0
Party Is Wednesday

AuctioN Bazaar To Be
4Ield At Zeta Meetiug

Ilissim Study To Be
Held By Elm Grove

..•

-

•..•.•
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•••
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THE LEDGER

THE LEDGER Ex TIMES Smoking Is

PUBLISHED by LEDGER • TIMES PUBLISRDIG COMPANY.
Inc.. Consolidation of the Murray Ledger, The Cadoway Timm. and
The Times-Reread. October 30. 1921, and the West Kentuckian.
January 1, LOGI.
MIS N. ith Street. Mornay, Kentucky OM
JAMES C. WILLIAMS, PUBLISHER
We reaerve the right to reject any Advertising. Letters to the Editor.
or Publac Voice items much. in our opinion. are not for the boa
Imerest or OW ruiners.

Harmful To
Unborn Baby

NATIONAL REPRESINIATIVIS: WALLACE WMUIR 00, 1155 Pregnant women who smoke
Madman akte.. lagemnis. Tenn.; Time & Lae bldg.. Now UM EX, ay damage their unborn babies.
164.4watt:ism MM.amend. am&
Among women who smoke durpregnancy, there are a greatEntered Daily at the Post Office. Murray. Kentucky. for
number of babies weighing
transmission as second Class Matter
ess than the normal average.
SCBSLIPT1ON RATES: by Carrier In Murray, per week 35g. per nd there is some evidence that
itonk.n
uauoway and 114.10.flink Ounntatt, Der Yew. ,0; ese women have more stillborn
Zones i & a, 314.6,W, aisewneze gla_uu. An service sumeriptaina $5edAtn. ea bies.

&
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MURRAY. KENTUCKY

TIONAL ENGINEERS WEEK

ousting Gap Challenges Engineers;
obile Homes Seen As One Breakthrough
Mobile homes and mobile home
parks will be a very important factor in environmental design for the
1970's, with engineers working
hard to make them an attractive
nd efficient way of meeting part
of our huge housing needs in the
ecade ahead.
The name mobile home is really
a misnomer stemming from the
days of trailers. Now the typical
mobile home is put in one place
to stay, and its owners are demanding the amenities of suburban !iv'ng. This presents a two-part challenge which professional engineers
are helping to solve.

TUESDAY - FEBRUARY 24, 1970
Philip Roth
'HE ANDROMEDA STRAIN
BEST SELLERS
Michael Crichton
(UPI)
1DA OR ARDOR - Vladimir
icsaispues by Paiblibelhara. 1111eaktil
Nabokov
THE GOODBYE LOOK Tbailiss
Roes MacDonald
EXCEPT FOR ME AND THEE
rHE LOVE MACHINE West
Jeassmyn
Jacqueline Susann
THE PRETENDERS - Gwen Davis
fFIE GODFATHER - Mario Puzo
SLAUGHTERHOUSE-FIVE 'ORTNOY'S COMPLAINT Kurt Vonnegut, Jr.
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South Marshall

Bye
Murray High
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DIVA% AUDIENCE- ABDuef GIRLS Fmr5THEr)))
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TEENAGE psycHo,i
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Ten Years Ago Today

Stay OutIn Front With

Re-disc a ex'

20 Years Ago Today

WLAC-TVSCHAN
,
NEL 5

"Ilse Reivers"

ARTS TOMORROW for 7 DAYS!0
0

o The girl knew about the wife,.._
§i the wife knew about the girl...

.00c

0

Bye
Benton

March 5, 7:30 p.m.

North Marshall

„,,,,,,

Watch Nashville's
— Front-running
News Team and...

BibleThoughtfor Today

.4

OITSCKEN!

c
NOT 3-0 -real milSters ALIVE' in the amlience
The situation is especially bleC
ak for black women.
TUESDAY - FEBRUARY 24, 1970
Construction Standards
An eight-year study of more
then 16,000 pregnant women was
Part one involves the engineerconducted at the Kaiser Founda- s of the home unit itself. As size
tion Hospital in Oakland.Califor- as grown from 8 by 30 feet to'
DARRELL SHOEMAKER
nia. Both black women and whit) 12 by 65, designers found 'that
•
AND r
women received higb-quality care uring transit, deflections of two
411(
ilVE lost a good friend this week when Darrell Shoemaker
(
at the same prenatal clinic and 'riches or more cguld occur, reWE DARE you sea-rtti WHEA2
?c
passed away after months of illness.
ulting
in
skin
buckling and other
NMONSTERS INVADE AUDIENCE.)(
used the same medical staff.
SC
problems.
0 it
Darrell was that type of young business man who possessed In spite of this, after the fourth
'...,..,
./'
'tvb. ,,.
To
a.
assure
ii
buyers
womblack
many
structural
twice
as
inmonth
an acumen which many older then could envy.
en who smoked lost their babies tegrity, a set of construction stan- Thanks to creative engineering, a modern mobile home park cm be
Although we were usually on opposite sides of the political
In comparison with white women dards was developed by the every bit as attractive as a well-designed suburb of conventional homes.
fence, Darrell Shoemaker never let it interfere with our friend- who smoked. The researchers Mobile Home Manufacturers As- This park is located in Tallahassee, Florida. les a far cry from the
ship. He never minded anyone expressing an opinion and only have no explanation for their sociation in conjunction with the 'trailer park" of days gone by.
National Fire Protection Associafindings.
asked that he have the same opportunity.
tion and the United States of
The cold facts are these. The
The more progressive home tant 66;engineer; and Tom Smith.
America Standards Institute. (The manufacturers,
Through hard work, good judgment and business sense.
realizing the threat sanitation engineer.
number of women - both black latter
is
not
a government agency. to their business, have set their
Darrell Shoemaker did well in the world of business. He was and white - who have died from
Baldwin says that from here on,
The 'Federal Housing Administraengineers to working with com engineers who design mobile home
active in many affairs of a civIc nature, having, among other chronic bronchitis and emphyse- tion, which is
governmental,
has
munities on realistically upgrading parks will give high priority to
ma has doubled in the last ten
things, served the city an the Common Council. He aided
many years. The risk of death from a set of standards but they are park standards. Mobile Home In- environmental considerations. Sewf older vintage.) The MHMA
individuals with jobs. or a helping hand.
lung cancer among women who standards are of a performance dustries. Inc. of Tallahassee, Flor- age will be treated before being.,
ida, has even constructed large released into streams, power lines
He was a young man who had a compassion for people
and are heavy smokers is almost PC. giving the staff engineers of mobile home parks that
are mod: will be buried, and landscaping
he was known as a "straight shooter". If Darrell Shoemaker five times that of nonsmoking manufacturing companies...latitude
TriH not be reprded as a luxury.
'cis of scls,m,..J engineering. -- women.
Cigarette
smoking
causto
solve
any
problems
in
the
gave his word, he did what he said he would do.
best
Under the guidance of William
Quality Mobile Homes
es chronic bronchitis and lung possible way, rather than laying
It is always a-community loss to lose outstanding men
The government is looking to
and cancer. It is closely associated own rigid specifications which Baldwin. P.F., who also is president of the Big Bend Chapter of mobile homes as one of the ways
even more so when successful younger risen pass away.
may quickly become obsolete.
with emphysema.
the Florida Engineering Society, of beating the housing
Womenas well as men are ill
shortage.
We extend our sympathy to the family and friends of DarEngineers Design Parks
the company built parks that fea- The acting FHA commissioner
more often if they smoke. They
rell Shoemaker, who may receive some consolation in
Thus,
mobile
ture
'streets,
paved
utilities,
homes
city
are
making•
the fact have more chronic condtitiees,
asked Congress to authorize "exwide use of such relatively new street lights and recreation facilithat while he was here on this earth he was
panded FHA participation in this
highly active and such as heart disease,bronchitis, items as plastic
ties
similar
pipe,
to
other
residential
which
allows
increasingly important segment of
worked in many causes.
and peptic ulcers. The greater greater flexibility,
and heat pumps, areas.
a national housing supply." This
the number of cigarettes they as part of carefully
engineered
Codes Revised
additional help, he said, would
smoke, the more chronic condit- heating, ventilating and air
condiThe city and . county commis- -go a long way toward permitting
ions they are likely to have. And tioning systems. ,
sions revised zoning and building the development of better quality
they spend.17 percent more days The second part of
the challenge codes to encourage upgrading of mobile home courts which in turn
sick in bed each year than women to engineers Is to design
parks parks, and the older parks in the will help break down community
who do not smoke.
LEDGER a TIMES MI
which will be functional and atarea now observe minimum sanita- resistance."
Mothers are too important to tractive settings for the home
units, tion, health and safety requireThis goal of better mobile home
people
to endanger their pleasing to both occupants and
too many
parks. the National Society of
citizens
Among
ments.
local
the
health. Their families want them the surrounding community. Many
Professional Engineers believes,
Mrs. Alpha Paschall, age 78, died last night at nine o'clock alive and well.
older parks have presented sari- who helped make possible this can be reached only
with the inFor more facts about smoking, tars) or esthetic problems which progress were four professional creasing participation
at the Murray Hospital,
THINK VARIETY...
of profesPaul L. Fry of Owensboro spoke on the Junior Achievement see your local respiratory disea- have provoked communities to en- engineers-Cecil Harrison, build- sional engineers, who
will combine
Mike Douglas 8:30 AM
association.
It's
a
Club.
matter
act
Lions
Murray
se
of
program laar night at the meeting of the
ordinances virtually outlawing ing inspector; Addison Marshall, technical know-how with concern
Mobile home parks.
A group of 4-U officers from Calloway County are in Frankfort life and breath,
city engineer; Rhett Miller, assis- for the environment.
THINK MOVIES...
to olsserve the Kentucky legislative in session.
The Big Show 400 PM
Births raPorted include a girl to Mr. and Mrs. James Lockhart,,
It's Alive"(C)
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Bennie George, a boy to kir. and Mrs.
Tommy Kirk, Shirley Bonne,
sing one that Jean (her sister Jean Ritchie Pickow) calls Deep
James Shelton, a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Jim Edd Norwood, a girl
ady Grove to separate it from the other."
Carveth Austerhouse
to Mr. and Mrs. Charles Haley, and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Terry
Then Guerry Matthews sings "Scarborough Fair" and her origTHINK NEWS ...
Turner.
"Frog Song." The McLains har monize perfectly in "Kentucky."
think Nashville's =1 news team
The group at Natural Bridge sang at least 10 versions of the
with Chris Clark, Jerry Goad,
folksong "Froggy Went A Courtin," which is the way it is with old
Bob Loberlini and John Lashlee
songs handed down from generation to generation.
6:00 and 1000 PM
Part of the charm of the folk gathering included stories told
by Dr. Jansen. The following paragraph does not tell a "Jansen"
LEDGER•TIMES MILE
folk tale, but is an indication of the way a ballad or riddle song
plays a game as sometimes was done in the fastness of the
mountains (see how many you recognize):
WITH HELEN STACY "Like the bonnie Earl in the early morning rain going down to
Bill Sledd of Murray High School won first prize of a $25
Newburg to the Scarborough Fair with sweet Kitty Wells and fair
savings bond in the essay contest sponsored by the Calloway
Ellender - the two sisters - and the cruel brother, he saw footCounty Medical Auxiliary. Rottee Jo Parks of Lynn Grove won
prints in the snow that reminded him of the motherless child.
second and Jean Cothran of Faxon got honorable mention.
;•ir ENDS TODAY*
-Looking out over the Red River valley and the muddy river, he
Bud Tolley and William Thomas Parker recently received one When It's Folk Arts Time At
Natural Bridge State Resort Park decided he was an unfortunate man. He had been a railroad toy
af the Boy Scout's hightitst awards, Eagle Scout.
•
who worked on the Bluegrass express and orange blossom special,
The Calloway County Farm Bureau said they had sent petitions
FRANKFORT, Ky.- Last week end snow fell on.the hills outside but often felt like a lonesome traveler. Sometimes he would preb) State Senator George Overbey and Rep. Barkley Jones asking Hemlock Lodge at Natural Bridge
State Resort Park near Slade, tend he was going to Boston with Mary Hamilton or Barbara Allen.
them to introduce a bill in the General Assembly to "provide for but inside the atmosphere
was not unlike what old ones in the Oh, but he was a gypsy laddLe and faith he'd pick a wildwood
open session, twelve mon Is per year, on red fox,"
mountains refer to as a play party.
flower for the one-her name WaS Julia Ann - but liras like a silver 0000000oononhAnAAaws......a....a.I.nalnelnrietno0008
Jotus Lassiter, S. V. Foy, Hugh Gingles, and 0. S. Wall attended
The "house plunder" had been moved tack against the wall and dagger in his heart.
oc'1000
a meeting of the Rural Telephone Association at Mayfield.
there was the piney scent of woodsmoke from an open fire as Dan Later when the dusty autumn winds begin to blow he would stand
and Louise Brock from Lexington led musicians and singers in a on that rocky top, look out over that lonesome valley and think about
folk concert.
the shady grove, pretty Polly, the two sisters and the cruel brother
If a black-capped chickadee sang his own small ballad outside and wonder about the little mohee whose dress had greensleeves
the window or the red wing of a cardinal streaked across the glass and who wore a scarletribbon in her hair. But he'd get up one sweet
)00C
like a scarlet ribbon, the action and color were matched inside May morning when she'll be coming round the mountain and there
)00C
by folk artists grouped in front of the great stone, copperclad will be no more trouble in mind," And that's a little bit like it was
)000
)00C
fireplace.
Last week end at Natural Bridge StateResort Park where Dan Brock 0
It was Folk Arts time at the park which is one of seven that led folksingers all the way from Scarborough Fair to the Middle
Blessed are the pure in heart: for they shall see God.- Kentucky keeps opal the year round, and Brock was directing Fork of Red River in the,Powell County hills.
0
8
)00C
a pilot venture in what he hopes to make a feature at parks in the
0
Matthew 5:8,
Q0C
000
Commonwealth.
A bad conscience makes us want to avoid the Infinite Father
00:
0
8
00
Brock, a Lexington lawyer, has been performing folksongs since
00C
ALMANAC
00C
1959 and had brought together artists most of them from the Blue00C
grass state to pick and strum banjo, guitar, bags fiddle, dulcimer
0
)0
and autoharp, to sing folksongs, discuss ballads, primitive paint00C
to
By United Press International
00C
ings and tales of witchcraft, love and tragedy.
OCC
Dr. William Hugh Jansen of the University of Kentucky did
00C
00C
Today is -Tuesday, Feb. 2
most of the telling of stories that in early days lent themselves
00(
UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL
the 55th day of 1970 with 310
00C
to a ballad or riddle song,
00C
Dr. Bill Parker and wife Mary Nell, also from Lexington, and follow.
00C
00C
Howard and Judy Copeland of Benton (the Copelandspari of a group
00C
C04.
called The Village Singers at Kentucky Dam Village) are husband00C
JERUSALEM - Miss Tabea Damico of Ventnor, N.J., wounded and-wife teams who sing and, like the other performers, play a
00C
00:
in an Arab attack on a tourist bus in Israel, tells how it was: variety of instruments. Edna Ritchie Baker and husband Floyd of
The moon is between its full
00(
"All of a sudden there was 'Bang! Bang! Bang! from all sides. Winchester play dulcimer, hand made by Homer Ledford, and phase and last quarter.
The driver screamed 'Get down! Get down!' and glass flew all over sing songs of the mountains,
morning
stars are
The
The McLains who call themselves The Bluegrass State are Ray- Mercury and Jupiter.
the place... I \vas hit in the ear and in the legs."
mond K. McLain, director of Hindman Settlement School, his son
The evening stirs are Venus,
Raymond who at 16 is a banjo-picking virtuoso, daughters Alice, Mars and Saturn.
00:
CSC
13, and Ruth 11, who has to stand on a fiddle case to reach the
On this day in history:
CC(
WASHINGTON - Dr , Amos N. Johnson of Garland, N. C., strings of a bass fiddle.
In 1920 a group of Germans
. One performer, dark haired Guerry Matthews, came from organized the National Socialist
urging action to reduce unnecessary hospital care:
"Expert solutions.
. will not be found either by political Cumberland College in Lebanon, Tenn., to add her artistry to partY, a forerunner of the Nazi
expediency, economic !imitations or social pressures, but rather the gathering.
party to be led by Adolf Hitler.
Adding to the feeling of warmth was the hospitality of Park
by an intelligent and compassionage mix of the three."
In 1922, Henri Iandru, better
Manager Ralph Gibson and business manager Billy James. Barry known
the
to
world
as
Storm, park recreation director, had cooperated with Dan Brock Bluebeard, was executed at
promote
festival,
to
the
MONTREAL - Knut Hanimarskjold, director-general of the
Versailles, France for murderEmphasLs was on song and music but did not exclude a preinternational Air Transport Assn., calls for prompt punishment
10 of his 13 sweethearts and
sentation of folk art by Michael Hall of the University of Kentucky burning their bodies in his
of air hijackers and saboteurs:
• "Governments not prosecuting promptly and severely aggress- Art Department. Among color slides of paintings and sculpture cookstove.
In 1945 American troops GI GUILTY
ors .-agailist the public service of air transport will have to share by primitive artists, was the strong work of Eastern Kentucky
I'vt Itii
wood sculptor Edgar Tolson of Campton, bison's work is being liberated
Manila from the (;$
the responsibility for the escalation Of these crimes,"
I ..lt• hogot,i
• NT.Y
shown at the Student r enter Gallery at the University of Kentucky. Japanese as World War II drew 5.•• • • lit••:••
•••1 to •-•••v•ir\••••• • ••
Picture, if you please, sitting near the group in front of the toward a close.
••I 11.11011:024.1 .I1 t •• helot.;
fireplace. The glow from the burning logs reflects in the brownIn 1966 President Nicrumah of ••••••••t
s• III I Amg limt•
black eyes of Louise Brock as she and her husband sing "Molly Ghana was ousted front office. •••••
ot 11 VI. moo If.t .
111111WASHINGTON - Secretary of State William P. Rogers, comm. and Tenbrooks " one 'of 15 songs in their album "Kentucky
.1.
111.0111;
tms -find
L. :aft
Seegbag," Mary Nell and Bill Parker lag"Charmin' Betsy"
eat* on U. S. relations ssitll Aft va:
A thought for the day- Pierre
v .
,
111.101;4
,r1 . ., 11,11/1vt•
"We Obviousl} are goims to have to play a more Important and Howard and Judy copeland singing" g from canada" written Corneile said, "Ire who,allows c•• 41 '•
role In Africa in the next decade... I think our role should be one by Gordon Lightfoot; Edna Ritchie Ba r and her husband placin. himself to be insulted deserves
I,/
rid .11 ii•• •••
Lealord -.made.thilcimers across their laps as Edna says "I'll
pf friendship and ,00peration."
-f.rwer.tp4r-"*.
_
• v
-The Oineasailing Civic Amet ea a Gemannity Is the
•ff ia• Newspaper"
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it was all part of The Arrangement,i§;082
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Kentucky
With Victor]

By United Press inte

Feb. 24 is One of t
letter days in the I
college basketball ct
cause that's when the
out for the National C
Athletic Association an
a Invitation Touroarnt
Ten independents
conference champions
NCAA tournament, and
gets to choose from e
that's left. NCAA bids
minutes before the NI
Second -ranked
practically assured it
Southeastern Coalman
and the NCAA bid e
with it Monday night by
Alabama, 98-89, on a
performance from sent
Dan Issel.
Kentucky's bold on fti
In the conference was
thened when Tennessee
Peter Maravich to
points
and
knocked
Louisiana State, 88-87.
was no secret that I
hoped to land Maras
LSU's trained Tiger
having to pass them
year because of an ax
sive record.
Third-ranked South
also won Monday night,
Wake Forest, 67-51,
victory
has DO eff
determining which tou
will wind up with the
cocks, The Atlantic
Conference has a chain;
tournament at the end
season to determine th
participant, and the r
traditionally goes to the
The Independents, h
were scrambling
to
favor able last-minute
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Fourth District Tournament
Murray State University Fieldhouse
March 5, 6, and 7, 1970

—MtRRAY. KENTUCKY

TUESDAY — FEBRUARY M. MO

MAJOR muff UCLA Holds
WINO Numblr One
In UPI Poll

Murray State Clinches Tie
For Second Place With Win

NEW YORK (UPI)-- The
By United Press International
Mike Kretzer with 21,
United Press International top
20 major college basketball
Guard Howard Wright bucketSouth Marshall
Murray tightened its hold on ed31 for Austin Peay which is
teams with ftrst place vote and
NEW YORK (UPI).- UCLA,
Iron-lost records in parentheses. despite its "annual" loss, still econd place in the Ohio Valley now 5 - 18 and 2-10.
onference race with an 83 - 72
Willie Woods and Toke Cole(12th
week).
maintains a clear superiority
South Marshall
in over Middle Tennessee man scored 19 points each as
Team
Points over
the
nation's college onday night.
I. UCLA (24)(21-1)
Eastern Kentucky evened its
330 basketball teams.
Bye
In other action, OVC chain- record at 10 - 10 with the win
2. Kentucky (8)(21-1)
301
The Bruins, upset by Oregon,
3. South Car. (1) (21-2)
241 78-65, Saturday night, their first ion Western Kentucky blasted over Virginia Commonwealth.
Tennessee Tech saw a com4. St. Bnvntre(1)(19-1)
231 Loss after 21 victories this • yton 76 - 63, East Tennessee
March 6: 7:00 p.m.
II
5. New Mex, St, (21-2)
187 season, still captured 24 first- ped Austin Peay 92 - 89, fortable 10 - point lead dwindle
Murray High
6. Jacksonville (20-1)
122 place votes and 330 points in astern Kentucky downed Vir- to two in the final minute be7. Pennsylvania (23-1)
107 balloting by 34 of the 35 inia Commonwealth 84 - 78 fore downing stubborn Chatta6. Iowa (15-4)
95 members of the United Press d Tennessee Tech edged the nooga. Tech, 10 - 13, was led
Murray High
9. Florida St.(21-3)
43 International Board of Coaches. niversity of Tennessee at by forward Rich Stone with 27
and guard Bill Bland with 20.
10. Marquette (18-3)
31 One coact) did not participate in hattanooga 84-82.
Bye
11. (Tie) Houston (20-3)
29 the balloting, involving games Forward Jim Young tossed in
points to lead Murray's at(Tie) N.C. St. (19-4)
29 played through Saturda3c, Feb.
tack as the Racers boosted their
13. Davidson (19-4)
19 21.
and
March 7, 7:30 p.m.
14 Drake (19-5)
18 UCLA, which has lost one record to 17 - 6 over - all
Benton
OVC. Bill Mancini
15. Notre Dame(19-5)
15 game in each of the last three 9 - 3 in the
added 19 points for Murray.
16.(Tie) Columbia (204)
13 seasons, easily outdistanced
Middle Tennessee, 14- 11 ov(Tie) No. Car. (17-6)
13
Kentucky,
which
had
eight first
March 5, 7:30 p.m.
(Tie) West. Ky.(19-2)
13 place votes and 301 points. er - all and 5 - 8 in the league,
9. Utah (17-7)
12 South Carolina and St. Bon- was led by Terry Scott with 17
North Marshall
St.(18-5)
7 aventure, which took the No, 3 and Jim Drew with 15.
Big Jim McDaniels slammed
Other eceiving-flve or mOre and No, 4 ranking, received a
KANSAS CITY, Mo. (UPI)—
points: Utah,Aate, Terab.E1 first-place vote each, followed in 24 points as Western Kentucky, tied for 16th in this St. Bonaventure, New Mexico
Paso, Oregon.
March 6, 8:45 p.m.(approx.
by
New
maim
State, JacksonCalloway Co.
week's ratings, downed Dayton. State and Jacksonville, the
ville, Peon.sylvanta, Iowa, FloriThe Hilltoppers are now 20 - 2 nation's Nos. 4, 5 and 6-ranked
da State and Marquette.
the year.
basketball teams, are expected
Calloway Co.
Five coaches from each of for
Reserve guard Tommy Mar- to receive post-season tourlIke seven geographical areas of
scored three points in the nament bids today when the
the tattoo comprise the UPI tin
19 seconds as East Ten- National
Collegiate
Athletic
Bye
ratings board. Each week they
nessee broke an 89 - 89 tie to Association (NCAA) and Naselect the top 10 teams in the
East Ten- tional invitation Tournament
country with points awarded on down Austin Peay.
nessee, 14 - 10 over - all and (NIT) extend offers.
TOURkiMENT MANAGER—ibINON SHOWN
OFFICIALS—SONNY HUBBS and BILL KNIGHT
a 10.9-8-7-6-5-4-3-2-1 basis on 7
- 5 in the OVC, WS led by
The NCAA will get a one-hour
TIMER—R. E. GOODGION
votes from first through 10th.
SCORER—LEV/IS FAR LEY
Admisslon—Students,$.75; Adults, $1.25
break on the NIT. The NCAA
More than $500 in prizes will
will begin extending at
be awarded to skilled—or
Invitations at 9:30-a.m. (CST),
lucky—shooters Sunday when
60 minutes before the NIT bids
the Paris Rod and Gun Club
are extended.
holds its annual merchandise
The NCAA will announce bids
about
shoot. Firing will begin
to Eastern Time zone teams at
noon at the club's range near
9:30 a.m. (CST% to Central
Buchanan Resort on Kentucky
teams at 10:30, Mountain teams
By United Press International said for the possibly three at 11:30. and Pacific teams at
SAN ANTONIO, Tex. (UPI)— Lake.
By United Press international sions on the tournament selechundreth 'time that he had 1230'p.m.
Club president Jimmy
Ron
Cerrudo
seen
had
all
bet
tors since bids don't automath wee
rn spring a baseball player's nothing to say on McLain.
Crutcher said shooting would
The NCAA needs 10 Indepenstroke
one
of
his four-shot I
Feb. 24 is One Of those red cally, come to them like
On the conditioning and dent teams to add to its 15
afternoon or until fancy turns to thoughts of
go down the drain in the final continue all
letter days in the life of a conference champions.
all prizes have been awarded. money —like a million dollars, weather fronts, the Cleveland conference champions to fill the
college basketball coach beFRANKFORT, Ky. — Kentucky round of the $100,000 San "We think we have the best or $125,000, or $60,000.
Among the ranking indepenIndians pale at the thought of a tournament.
cause that's when the bids go dents, No. 5 New Mexico State Is a basketball state and the high Antonio Open Sunday, and he lineup of prizes we have ever
The million-dollar pitch was dally three-mile run in the
The 10 independents and eight
suddenly
remembered
the
great
out for the National Collegiate rallied for 60 points in the school tournaments scheduled
offered," Crutcher said, and made
Monday
by
Horace Arizona sun, and Danny Mur- conference champions will play
Athletic Association and Nation- second half to crush Boise for March are expected to go on Arnold Palmer fold of 1966.
have
to
best
to
do
want
our
we
Clarke of the Yankees, who taugh of the Pirates is trying to the nine-game, first-round schewhen
I started everyone win prize."
4 Invitation Tournaments.
State, 105-79, as Jimmy Collins despite the Feb. 23 teachers' "That's
a
thinks it would be splended if be worried about the beautiful dule at six sites March 7. The
Ten independents and 15 hit 25 points and., Sam Lacey strike for salary increases and playing aggressive," he said.
Crutcher said most squads CBS, which owns the club, weather in Bradenton, Fla. victors and seven other conferFrom that point, midway
conference champions Lill the added 20; All-America candi- other benefits.
would be limited to 10 com- could help him swing a million- "Our problem," said Danny. "is
NCAA tournament, and the NIT date Austin Carr scored 50
This comes from a source through the final round, Cerru- petitors or less and emphasized dollar loan for an apartment to make sure our guys don't try ence champions move into the
East, Mideast, Midwest and
do
popped
in
three
on
birdies
a
gets to choose from everybody points to pace No. 15 Notre close to the Kentucky High School
that a good deal of luck as well house venture in the Virgin to get ready too fast. There's a West regionals March 12 and
that's left. NCAA bids to out 60 Dame to a 121-114 victory over Athletic Assn. who says there is rain-soaked course and won his as skill is involved. Sandwiches Islands, Clarke would like to temptation to do that when the
14.
minutes before the MI's.
Butler; and No. 10 Marquette, no rule that bars a team from second professional tournament and cold drinks and coffee will have a couple of contracts with conditions are this good."
First-round games March 7
Second -ranked Kentucky paced by guard Jeff Sewell's 29 entering tournament play even going away by five strokes.
available on the grounds.
Al Campards, general mana- will be played at the University
the New York team
one if he
He fired a final-round 68 over be
practically assured itself the points, overcame stubborn Xa- if school is not in session.
Some of the prizes Crutcher gets the loan, the other if he ger of the Dodgers, sounded
Southeastern Cougerenee title vier, 81-73.
He says it would be up to the the 7,000-yard, par 35-35-70 listed are: sportsman's lantern, doesn't, Thus far the club has smug at Vero Beach, where of Pennsylvania, Princeton and
St. John's in the East; at
Peoan
Valley
and the NCAA bkr eat goes
Country
Several other top indepen- schools separately whether they
Club
Cokes by the case, life
course for a 72-hole total of 273 gas can, cushions...ice chest, offered Clarke $30,000 — without half the Dodger pitching staff Dayton in the Mideast; at
with it Monday night by beating dents in line for tournament compete in this
vest, life
year's tournaand catching corps are still Texas Christian in the Midwest,
the million-dollar rider.
and
Alabama, 98-89, on a 47-point play also scored victories with ments.
first-place
money of motor oil, transistor radio,
Juan Marichal reallsticallyl unsigned. "They know that by and at Brigham Young in the
performance from senior center Cyril Baptiste hitting for 24
The district tournaments are $20,000.
Browning hunting coat, pipe accepted a mere $125,000 from holding out all they're really West,
Dick Lotz, the man who
Dan Issel.
points, including two foul shots scheduled to begin March 2, one
lighter, dog food, paint, ladies
First-round pairings will not
Kentucky's bold on first place In- the final 43 seconds, to lift-week after the date fixed for the trimmed Cerrudo's lead to a sweater, hunting vest, hunting the San Francisco Giants and doing is hurting themselves."
.And the managerial be announced before
•romptly took a two-hour drill
In the conference was streng- Creighton over Providence. 68- work stoppage, and end March 7, single shot after the Meg five pen* metesWednes-end-.1 --the--thde—Suan
delighted spring training quote of the day`day or Thariday, the NCAA
thened when Tennessee limited 64; Georgia Tech trouncing with regional tournaments sche- holes, finished in second place
billfold, tote coats, gun cases, e Giants by being on hand comes from Alvin Dark of said.
Peter Maravich to only 30 Tulane, 84-75; and Nate
duled for March 11-14 ,and the at 278 with a final round of 68 hip boots, framed pictures, set
her thin at any time in the Cleveland who says: "If we can
points
and
knocked
over Hams tossing in a free throw state tournament March 18-21. that earned him $11,000.
of knives, anti-freeze, picnic
put together good years with'
t five years.
Six strokes back of the
Louisiana State, 88-87. And it with one second remaining to
jug, case of shotgun shells, 21- While Clarke and Marichal the fellas we now have, we can
was no secret that the NIT give Utah State an 80-78
winner, in third place, came piece set of dinnerware, rain
ere involved in their financial be right in contention."
hoped to land Maravich and triumph over the Air Force
Miller Barber and first-round suit and salad bowl set.
I • s,
the Cincinnati Reds
LSU's trained Tigers after Academy.
leader Rod Funseth. They took
TIPPED OR REGULAR
preparing
ere
to go to the
home $5,900 apiece. Three more
having to pass them up last
Ohio Valley Conference cham- GONZALEZ FIRST
at with pitcher Jim Maloney. EC ELVES TROPHY
year because of an unimpres- pion Western Kentucky, tied for
strokes back were Al Geiberger
Sun's start cloudy
e Reds want him to sign a
sive record.
16th in the ratings, got 24 points
ROCHESTER, N.Y. (UPI).— and John Schlee, each firing 72lo I nditional contract this season,
NEW YORK (UPI)— Eddie
Third-ranked South Carolina from Jim McDaniels to beat The 41-year-old Pencil° Goose hole totals of two-over-par 282.
PHOENIX. Ariz. (UPI) — in • ause the club is irked by his Shore who spent 13 seasons in
also won Monday night, beating Dayton, 76-63.
-lea has become the first tennis' Cerrudo said he was tired
erennial arm injuries.
the National Hockey League,
Wake Forest, 67-51, but the
player to top the monthly S. and planned to take the next 1968-69, their first season in the •
National Basketball Association, The baseball commissioner will receive the Lester Patrick
Rae Hickok Professional Ath- week off.
victory has no effect on
some possible money Memorial Trophy for outstandBut after talking to officials the Phoenix Suns failed to win a
determining which tournament
lete of the Year balloting.
5/24
Shore
will wind up with the Game- RILEY TRANSFERS
Pancho defeated Rod Laver and at the Doral Open invitational, single game against Baltimore, worries too, Bowie Kuhn said ing service to the game.
John Newcombe in two $10,000 he was pressured to forget his Boston, Los Angeles and he expected the Curt Flood will be honored at a dinner on
cocks. The Atlantic Coast
Fair Trade
Atlanta. The Suns won only 16 ruling to be made in the near March 9,
MOSCOW, Idaho (UPI)— Fred winner-take-all
Conference has a chainpionship
events in Janua- tired muscles and show up in games
that
commented
Kuhn
future.
against
Riley,
66
defeats.
star
running
back at ry.
Florida to try to make it two
tournament at the end of each
the Plellies might wind up with
wins in a row.
season to determine the NCAA Yuba Junior College, Calif., will
PLUS TAX IF ANY
a replacement for Flood In CROZIER SIDELINED
participant, and the runnerup transfer to the University of
their trade with St. Louis after
Idaho. At Yuba, Riley broke all
traditionally goes to the NIT.
the verdict and that "if it DETROIT (UPI) — Detroit
Bigger football players
The Independents, . however, of O.J. Simpson's junior college
GO
becomes 'necessary, I think the Red Wing goalie Roger Crozier
were scrambling
to make records, rolling up 1,600 yards
something
week
work
to
can
club's
two
a
sidelined
from
be
will
and
(UPI)
YORK
The
NEW
scoring
27
touchdowns.
favorable last-minute impree
out.,
10 days with a severely
All-America football player in
Ametrica's LIMN'Seiii*.
1968 averaged 6 feet 2, 2 inches As for Denny McLain, Kuhn,grained right ankle,
and 217 pounds. Fifty years ago,
about the whole thing as Earl he was 5-11 and 183 pounds. In
UPI Sports Writer
1 889. he stood 5-9, 2 and
weaver.
MIAMI(UPI)— Earl Weaver
Is a lucky little fellow because Reggie Jackson who some weighed 167.
while the rest of the world feel is the new Babe Ruth is in
keeps waiting for that beautiful Arizona where the Oakland A's
that has
basil already
have
begun their
new
day
The
promised, for him it's here.
I training, and he went through Won and lost
This is the day he and his more or less the same type
Baltimore Orioles start fresh. winter as Earl Weaver. Nine
CHICAGO (UPI) - The
It's the day he can officially out of every ten people he met Chicago Cubs won 116 games to
forget last season, when his wanted him to tell them what get the 1906 National League
club won more tell games than happened? How come he hit 37 pennant. an all-time record, but
anyone else only to get knocked home runs before the All-Star lost the World Series to their
Has Sold It Operation
off by the Mets in the World break and looked as if he was crosstown- rivals, the Chicago
Series. It's the day he can going to leave both Babe Ruth White Sox.
begin concentrating on the new and Roger Mans upstream,
to
season. It's the day when then hit only ten more all
people quit asking Weaver season and looked more like
"what happened?" — he hopes. Dal Maxvill? What did he plan Winter sports in Finland
"Actually, it wasn't that to do differently this year?
"Nothing," says Reggie Jackbad," says the stocky BelliHELSINKI (UPI) — Ten year
m#re boss, talking about the son, the same way Earl Weaver ago the slalom-minded Finn hac
pdtiod following the Orioles' does, only the Oakland outfiel- no alternative but to fly e
Pat Hacket - Mgr.
Order coal for the remainder of this season now! Place
series loss to the Mets. "True, der is 16 years younger than Central Europe to rind propei
order by calling 753-1813.
a lot of pople did ask what the Orioles' manager so he facilities for his sport. No more
happened and some even asked doesn't have Weayer's patience. Today more than 60 wintei
OEM
All the properties of the company are FOR SALE.
"Yes, yes it bugs me when Sports centers all over 0(
what I was planning to do
differently this year, but they people ask me about home runs country boast the most modern
For
information concerning the properties call 753-1543
all got the same answer— all the time," Jackson says. equipment and a few courses for
or 753-3023.
We Will
nothing. tVhy make a whole lot "The more people talk about it, downhill racers have been
of changes. We had the best the more you think about it. Opened in the northern
We express our Thanks for your patropage for the past
club in the American League The public...the people are the mountains.
la t year, some even say in all ones who put the pressure on
years:
45
ba ball, and I think we'll be you. Sometimes I get tired of
about home runs.
str6hger this year. So how talking
would we profit by doing things Sometimes I think maybe I Your composure and poise."
EMI
Reggie Jackson thinks that's
should've gone and played pro
different?'t
bad. He doesn't,realize it's
To give you an idea what, a football. At least you can take
actually good for him and that
small world this is, there's out your anxieties in bodily some
Our headquarters will be 100 feet
composure and poise he's
Murray, Kentucky
another fellow clear across the contact. In baseball, though,
about will serve as
talking
get
you
frustrated
and
you
country
who also had something
tr
north of the present building.
em dous personal assets
of a problem late last year and can't take, it out on anythin.: or someenday
.
now has the same philosophy anybody. You have to maintain

NCAA And
NIT Extend
Bids Today

Champions

Merchandise
Shoot Planned
At Buchman's

Kentucky Wraps Up- SEC Title Strike -Won't --Cerrito Wins
With Victory Over Alabama
Affect Hoop San Antonio
Tnurnaments

Baseball Player's Fancy
Turns To Money In Spring

Great CigariUos

5/210

Sports Parade
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EDWARD
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Murray Coal & Ice Co. Inc

Murray Coal & Ice Co.

GOING OUT OF BUSINESS

FULTON ICE CO.

WILL BE PERMANENTLY CLOSED ON MARCH 14, 1970

ALSO HANDLE COAL

Murray Coal & Ice Co., Inc.

-
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Miss Anita Hendon Becomes Bride Of
Jerry McAlister In Candlelit Ceremony
At The First Baptist Church, Murray
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Paris District
WSCS Executive
Committee Meets

Mrs. J. B. Burkeen .

Phone 753-1917 or 753-4647
Merritt Jordan of Murray
Route One has been dismissed
from Lourdes Hospital, Paducah, where he underwent surThe Home Department of the gery. He is the owner of the
Murray Woman's Club held its Jordan General Store at Browns
regular meeting on Thursday, Grove.
The Executive Committee of
CC*
February 19, at two o'clock in
the
Paris District Women's
house.
Mrs. Paul Rogers arrived
the afternoon at the club
Society of Christian Service met
Mrs. R. M. Miller, program home Friday after a month's
in regular session on Monday,
leader, introduced Prof. Har- vacation in Los Angeles, CaliFeb. 16, at 9:30 a.m. in the home
old Lew Wallace of the history fornia, and Dallas, Texas.
of Dr. and Mrs. Wayne Lamb,
•• •
department of Murray State
District Superintendent, 110
University. He has written one
Ogburn St. There were eleven
article on Alben Barkley and
members and one Conference
Tuesday, February 24
three articles on Harry Truman
member, Mrs. Arthur Dunlap,
The Omicron Alpha chapter
for The Courier-Journal.
present.
g Tau Phi Lambda will meat
Prof. Wallace spoke on "PatMs. Aaron Steele, district
st the home of 1;ctirley Morton,
riotism". He said patriotism is The J. N. Williams chapter of
President, presided. As this was
1812 Sunset, with Glenda Smith
tolerance, for no hallmark of the United Daughters of the
the last executive meeting for
as colsoness at seven p.m.
a strong society is its tolerance Confederacy mot in the home
cc.
Mrs. Steele to preside, there was
of a variety of views and ideas; of Mrs. Hunt Sin ock on WedElementary
Kirksey
The
and air of nostalgia prevailing.
is the ability to allow our be- nesday, Febraury 18, for a loveSchool PTA will meet at the
At the end of the Annual District
liefs and values to be challeng- ly luncheon.
school at 430 p.m. for the proMeeting on March 4, Mrs.
Mrs. Smock was assisted in
ed for if they cannot stand up
Delinquency.
gram on Juvenile
Steele, will compete her fourth
under challenge they are not her hostess duties by her moFourth grade mothers will be
year as District President and
true values; is realism rather ther, Mrs. Frank Albert Stubbortessee
than romanticism, the ability blefield.
also eight years tenure on the
•
•
•
The guests were seated ato look at the hard facts and
district level.
The Woman's Missionary Socmake our judgements according round a large banquet table in
The meeting was opened with
First
Baptist
Church
iety
of
the
delicwhere
a
sophisticaroom
the dining
to the situation; is
devotion by Mrs. L. E. McCord
a
mission
study
taught
served.
have
will
tion, the ability to retain our ious plate luncheon was
session
and
the
business
by Mrs. James B. Carlin at 6:45
At the conclusion of the meal,
sense of humor, to overlook
followed. Reports were given by
p.m. in the church basement.
those things that irritate but the members assembled in the
each officer and announcements
The Lottis Moon Circle will
don't really threaten us; and living room, and the president,
were made by the president and
brew a business meeting follow
is the ability to hate ideas with- Mrs. Leonard Vaughn, opened
by Mrs. Dunlap. Plans were
study.
salutthe
with
ins
session
who
business
people
hold
the
the
out hating
made for the March 4 meeting
•••
es to the flags and prayer.
them.
to be held in Murray, Ky
Mrs
Crossland
and
Mrs. Hess
Mrs. John Stamps, chairman,
Omega chapter of
After the meeting adjourned,
Delta
The
presided at the business session. Meius Linn were welcomed inDr. Lamb offered grace at a
Kappa Delta Pi will meet in
Three new members have been to the chapter as new memlovely luncheon prepared by Mrs.
Room 154, Education Building,
bers. Mrs. Linn and Mrs. Helen
added to the department.
Lamb especially in honor of Mrs.
Murray State University, at
The department will provide Lassiter share distinctive honSteele,,who was presented a most
seven p.m.
were
tethers
to
since
their
awards
ors
second
and
first
the
• ••
intereating gift by the hostess.
the adult and student winners Confederate soldiers in the War
Ladies Bridge
Newcomers
The
The gift was an inlaid pearl
they
States
and
of the sewing contest to be held Between the
will meet at the Student Union
covered Bible purchased in
March 2 at seven p.m. at the are real daughters of the chapBuilding, Murray State, at 7:30
Jerusalem by the Lambs on one
club house.
„ ter.
p.m. Call Gayle Egnor 753-6020
of their tours to the Holy Land.
The program consisted of reMembers voted to give a doto confirm reservation.
The next nest regular meeting
IS discussion of the Divnation to CARF and were askwill be with Mrs. Maurice Ryan,
ed to continue collecting Gen- ision Consention held in OwensWednesday, February 2111
Murray, Ky.
eral Mills coupons for the kid- boro and the general conventGreat Decisions group of
The
Alabama
held in
ney machine drive.
-the AAUW will meet with Mrs.
The meeting adjourned after
Refreshments of cherry desMiss Jacqueline Warner
Inez Claxton, Ordway Hall, at
sert and coffee were served b • vote of thanks was extended
McAlister
Jerry
Mr. and Mrs.
7:30 p.m. Miss Jane Rainey will
The approaching marriage of Miss Jacqueline Warner to
the hostesses, Mesdames K. T Mrs. Smock for a lovely day in
be leader on the topic, "Middle Richard V. Farrell has been announced by her parents, Mn.
Crawford, Will Rose, Dwight her home.
with
matching
shantung
ewes*
The candlelit senctuary _of
t".
Jeanne Willis of Williamsburg, Iowa, formerly of Murray, and
Mrs. E. S. Ferguson with her
Crisp, Max Bork and H. T.
• ••
the First Baptist Church was odes. At her shouldet—W aa
Mark Johnson of Milwaukee, Wisconsin.
eohostesses will entertain the the setting for a double-ring
- Mr. and Mrs. Henry Sterling
Waldrop
sd a cymbidium- orchid
Thursday, February 26
Parents of the groom-elect are Mr. and Mrs. R. W. Farrell, Behwier, Jr., of Green Island,
cha tec in A riL
ceremony uniting Miss Anita came. For her son's wedding
The Magazine Club will hold 1304 Poplar Street, Murray.
New Jersey, ere the parents of
Hendon and Jerry McAlister in Mrs. McAlister ware an ivory its annual luncheon at the ColThe bride-elect is a senior at Murray State University a baby girl, Kathryn Louis*,
holy matrimony. The vows were and gold brocade dress and onial House Smorgasbord it
where she is majoring hi art.
born on Sunday, February 22.
solemnized at four-thirty o'clo* jacket ensemble with matching
one p.m.
Mr. Farrell is a graduate of Murray High School and atThe grandparents are Mr.
on the afternoon of January 31, accessories. At her shoulder she
• ••
the
tended Murray State University. He is now serving aboard
and Mrs. Henry Sterling SchDr. H. C. Chiles °Mkt- also wore a cymbidium orchid
Club
Riding
The Wranglers
wier, Sr., of Spring Lake, N. J.
USS America with United States Navy.
corsage.
ing.
will meet at the Calloway Counand Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Cain,
The wedding will be an event of Wednesday, Aprll 1.
The bride is the only daughMiller Avenue, Murray.
The maternal grandmother of ty court house at seven p.m.
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Irby F..
The skating party has been
Mr. and Mrs. Lamer Farmer
Hendon, Murray. The groom is the bride, Mrs. M. L Rogers, postponed until March 9.
Murray and Mrs. Mueller of
of
the son of Mr. and Mrs. R. G. the maternal grandmother of
• •
Mansquan, N. J., are the great
the groom, Mrs. J. R. Bailey,
McAlister, Columbus, Ohio.
The Elm Grove Baptist
grandparents
Preceding the ceremony a and the maternal great-grand Church WMS will have a missMrs.
Emthe
groom,
mother
of
program of nuptial music was
By
PATRICIA
McCORMACK
of
Mn.
home
study at the
up by the do-it-yourselfers.
bat for an 80-year magnolia —
presented by Mrs, John Bowker, ma Outland, also were present- Earl Lee at ten am. The study
Other Cities To Follow
slated for the wrecker's saws.
organist, and Len Jenkins, voca- ed with gift corsages of white on the Northeast will be Mes- NEW YORK (UPI)—Smashed
significant
One of the most
CamTo
baby mums.
Rally
Grows
list.
dames Robert Weston, Walton glass, garbage heaps, discarded spin-offs from the project, ouse in front of which it grew.
Reception
The wedding party assembled
filth
—
and
other
mattresses
according to Director Martha
Immediately following the Fulkerson, Joe Arnold, Jesse
before the altar decorated with
Roberts, and Albert Crider. A there is no other word for It— Lewis, is that several dozen
Rally Grows To Campaign
two tree candelabra and one ceremony, a reception was held potluck luncheon will be serv- make an ugly mosaic in slums
other cities want to follow the
The roily Wind the tree
central arched candelabra en- by the bride's parents in the
of
the
land.
attack
on
an
trail
in
York
New
ed.
Winded to a
eventually
twined with greenery. On either Church Social Hall, with Mrs.
•••
Through
Operation I3etter
campaign to saver—the brown.
aide of the central candelabra Robert C. Miller, 3r7-es hop
ago,
years
Block,
begun
three
the
The Zeta Department of
The City of New York and a
house in fropt of which it
were white Corinthian columns, tess.
New Yorkers are erasing some drug company (Bristol-Meyers) stone
The guest register was kept Murray Woman's Club will
grew.
each holding a basket of white
have an auction bazaar at the ugliness. The spruced-up blocks provide $408 seed money for
InHarlem the Young Lads
pompons and baby's breath. The by Miss Rebecca Tarry. Those meeting at 7:30 pm. at the,are making life a little more
blocks wanting to make their Association cleaned and rebuilt
pews were marked with a single serving were Mrs. John Griffin, club house. Members are to bearable for a quarter of a
of
capable
more
environments
burning taper _flanked with Mrs. W. ft Howard, and Mrs. being items to be auctioned and million people.
a run-down basement to serve
supporting a pleasant life.
John McAlister. Miss Alike
greenery.
as a center for painting, arts
guests.
Hostesses
invite
ingredient
in
the
The
main
One wt of Better Block is
Sims, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. may
and crafts, a meeting place for
Bride's Dress
Hutson,
Mesdames
Dan
project:
clean - up
massive
providing technical assistance
Ray Sims. distributed rice bags are
The bride, escorted by her
Woodfin Hutson, John T. Irvin, People-power, Men, women and and guidance for projects — the young and meeting place
to
the
guests.
for planning other projects.
father, and given in marries
For her wedding trip, the Elsie W. Kivett, and A. H Sop- children determined to stop from rat control to getting rid
"This basement is being
by her parents, wore a formalfrom
City
miracle
perud.
waiting
for
a
cluttering
autos
abandoned
of
bride wore a gray wool worsted
•••
made ready for the use of
length gown of magnolia silkHall,
roll
up
their
sleeves
and
each
But
up play streets.
coat and dress ensemble, trimmeveryone on the block," a lads'
faced peau de sole end re-emThe Waiting Wives Club will attack the eyesores.
project is unique.
ed in imitation Persian lamb,
sign said when the project
broidered Alencon lace. It was
the
at
dinner
potluck
a
have
Operation
Better
Block
with black alligator accessorThere is, for instance, the
fashioned with a delicately
Woodmen of the World build- claims it is the largest self-help campaign to "save-a-tree" in started.
ies.
Pinned
to
her
shoulder
was
scalloped oval neckline and
"The more help there is to
undertaldng of its kind in the tbe Bedford-Stuyvesant area o
a white orchid from her btu. ing at seven•p.m.
••
sleeves terminating above the
United States. More than 335 Brooklyn. With the aid o fix it the sooner the basement
quet.
elbow in scalloped appliques
Saturday, February 211
blocks so far have been spruced Better Block, residents went to will be ready for us all to use."
Rehearsal Dinner
sprayed with seed pearls. The
the
Department
of
Alpha
The
Mr. and Mrs. ft. G. McAlister
gently moulded Empire bodice
have
were hosts for the rehearsal Murray Woman's Club will
was lavishly overlayed with meits luncheon at 12 noon at the
dinner
at
the
Colonial
Inn
dallions of lace encrusted with
Hostesses will be
A 7-day cruise from Miami to Jamaka was part of
Smorgasbord on Friday even- club house.
crystals, midescents, and seed
recent vacation for WInnie Slumps from Murray. She sailed
Miss Roselle Henry, Mesdames
ing,
January
30.
At
the
dinner,
pearls. The skirt was fashioned
Ryan,
aboard the NOS Star-ward of Norwegian-Caribbean Lino
:he bridal couple presented Robert N. Scott, John
along A-lines. The back of the
with calls at Kingston, Montego Say and Port Antonio.
gifts to their attendants, and Louise Dick, J. A. Outland, and
gown was enhanced by a chao each other. Covers were laid William F. Smith.
pel-length train adorned with
you
or nineteen persons.
lace appliques. She wore a
three-tier mantilla length veil
of silk illusion edged in lace,
which was attached to a heedpiece of silk organza petals enstreamers on white muffs.
crusted with seed pearls. In her
Miss Cyndy Mather and BilMr. Carrot chose his brother,
hair she wore a scattering of ly Carrot were united in marfresh baby's breath. Her only nage on Saturday, December Herman Carrot, as his best man
"BEAUTIFUL HAWAII"
Jewelry was a pair of diamond 27, at two o'clock in the after- GrOOMSMCCI were Kenneth CosBy Edward Brigham, Jr.
sey Danny Carrol, and Gary
earrings, a gift of the groom. noon at the Elm Grove
Baptist Wicker Ushers were Richard
mother
fashioned
bride's
The
AUDITORIUM
Church.
MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY
Eldridge and Gary Mardis.
and designed both the wedd•
The bride is the grand:laughBoth Mrs. Workman and Mrs.
ing gown and the veil.
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 26 -.719 P.M.
ter of Mr. and Mrs. AMOS WorkThe bride carried a bouquet man of Almo Route One, and Carrot wore deep purple knit
Clip Free Ticket sail Atleatil
dresses with corsages of earnscentered with a single white or- the groom is the son of
Mr tions with purple streamers.
FREE TICKET FOR YOUR WHOLE FAMILY!
chid, surrounded by white fea- and Mrs. Hafford Carrot,
pieces
also
Hrs. E. J. Mather, godmother
thered carnations and baby's of Alin° Route One;
ADVENTURE SERIES
TRAVEL
wore
the
-bride,
a
pink
satin
breath, and tied with white satRev.iWilliam A. Farmer per. of
Courtesy of Your Load
a corsage of
in streamers.
formed the double ring cere- A,-„likner.,(1"68,4,.,;„„an,(1
Thompson
Frank
V.
Mrs.
mony before an altar banked 1
"-- ----FEDERAL SAVINGS & LOAN BRANCH
Reception
served the bride ea matron of with white gladioli. •
304 E. Main Street
A reception was held immed‘•••
honor. Bridesmaids were Mrs.
Preceding the ceremony a lately following the ceremony
Jimmy D. Lamb and Miss Vickie
Co-Sponsor: GAMMA THETA UPSILON
Spiceland. The matron of honor program of nuptial music was at the church. Miss Charlotte
Honor Society in Geography
and
the bridesmaids wore iden- presented by Bob Houston. vo- Harmon kept the-gueet register.
Don't Misi-ThIS Travelogue,
Assisting in the serving were
tical floor-length gowns of lime Dalin, and John Houston, ormiss Kathy Kelly, Miss Rita
"BEAUTIFUL HAWAII"
peel green velvet, featuring ganist, both of Paducah.
The bride was lovely in her Snyder, and Miss Sherry Carivory lace collars and cuffs.
Thursday. February 28, 1970 - 7:30 p.m.
They each wore a wide band Aline gown of cultured white rot.
MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY. AUDITORIUM
Following the reception the
of assorted dried flowers of velvet with an empire waist,.
autumn hue, featuring orange, The gown was accented by tiny couple left for a wedding trip
FREE DOOR PRIZES
red, yellow, and gold, centered teardrop pearls and a long with the bride wearing an AGet Additional Tickets From Co-Sponsors:
in black with a velvet bow. veil and train She carried a line dress of blue and white
GAMMA THETA UPSILON
They each carried a nosegay of bouquet of red carnations with wool.
The new Mrs. Carrol is a 1969
the same flowers, tied with white flocking.
Honor Society in Geography • Murray State University
Miss Glenda Kelly of Murray graduate of Calloway County
floorlength velvet ribbons of
was the maid of honor. Serving High School and is attending
gold. .
Mr. McAlister chose his bro- as bridesmaids ,were Miss Bren- Murray State University. •
Mr. Carrot is also a 1969 grather, Joe L. McAlister, to be de Hill, Miss Patsy Carrel, it'd
&mime
Corner of 13th IL Main Streets
his best rilZ11. Groomsmen were Miss -Linda Hill, all of Murray. duate of Calloway County High
arismie.abs•••
Hepkinsylll• Federal Savings said 'Loan Association
attendants
wore
The
Aline
School
and
is
now
McAlister,
Hamilton',
Ohio,
employed
by
John
((This otter is sinuous And may be withelre.b at anytime
Posed
U.S.A.
Main
Helen.
Foley)
304
E.
or
Thomas
gowns
with
velvet
Bruce
Murray
red
empire the
Division of the Tap.
(See
and Wayne Hodge, Princeton.
Mrs Hendon, mother of the sviists and cap sleeves. They pan Company.
The couple is residing in the "k
ti.
:4104K04.06,16
4
4A
.
4.444.
bride wore a seafoam green wore ,white fur headpieces and
4
,
1:4A0
t
ATO
84
40
t and_elrev_eruternhisiajOk carried red toireations wit
mealSotattlikatty.'2..—.
.

Warner-Farrell Vows To Be Read

Mrs. Hunt Smock
Hostess For UDC
Luncheon Meeting

U.S. GRANT RUNNING
who claims he receiv
three year. old tents
famed general and
New Mexico. He pia

Parents

teen-ag
By

DEAR ABBY: I
are all the time gii
and what not to do
not to get into any
mother says I shed
It's unsanitary!
I say, "How an
Then she says, "Yea
Well, they have'
Please answer t
a dumb kid

Operation Better Block For Cleaning
Up Blocks Now Operating In New York

DEAR NOT: T
"mouth-to-mouth re
your Mom is give
baccalaureate serm

DEAR ABBY:
more strange letter
his girl friend wouic
Something evidi
is so miserable, he
me and our childrpr
When my h b
home and is so nu
treats me and the c
but at least we're ti
so it doesn't matter
Don't get me w
my husband's havir
there is nothing I CI
up all we have sec
rewards.
I love him in s
ever want, but sorm
what's in store for
boob He can't seem
In the meantim
husband to make up

?WANNA SAVE MONEY ON DRY CLEANING?

Miss Cyndy Mather and Billy Carrol Are
Wed In Ceremony At Elm Grove Church

Another Community Service!

REE TRAVEL & ADVENTURE SERIE

Of course
do! Look at these low,low prices
— SAVE 50% OR MORE!!

DEAR WIFE: I
little too "understaz
than I do, so if you
bide your time, pre;
is change. And lotsr

only 50t
.iiwollIy 250

Full Garment
Half Garment

DEAR ABBY:
home of a relative I
she called And aske
pick up a "few item
We said we wot
us $7.00. All we ha
was a week away,
funds when she ask
We didn't want
anything. How woul

This is a new single garment service at Boone's. Bring'em
4n ... we do 'ern . .-:you pick 'em up later! Our coin dry
cleaner gets them cleaner and wrinkle free. Those
which may ned slight finishing-you can do free with Our
Jiffy Steamer.

AND

* GET ACQUAINTED .SPECIAL . .

011

DEAR BROKE
would have presen
money.

This Coupon Entitles Bearer to

One'2.50 LOAD of DRY CLEANING fors1.50(81ba.)

_

SAVE 50%

Boone's Coin Dry Cleaning and Laundry

Murral3ranch

r

y

•

•

'

S.

_

DEAR ABBY
would not wash, s
would wear his clot
natural functions u
thwarted, he derm
until his wishes we
was made.
I say, "was" br
giving up these bai

What's your pi
your chest. Write
NNW: Fee a pens<
eseekore.

Few Abby's ben
send SI Is %lab,. I
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that some easing in mortgage
Bub Hope's guest's for Ills
Ventriloquists Shari Lewis
rates would have substantial add- ept.
22 show include comedand Paul Winchell will appear as
ed effects on the Company's later ians
Steve Alien,Shelley Berman,
guest stars in the same episode
1970 prospects. Ile indidated that Red
Buttons, Sid Caesar, Johnny
television series,
meanwhile, home remodeling bt.
of the new
Carson,
Jack Carter, Wally Cox,
siness had remained strong, and Blj
"Love, American Style."
Dana and George Gobel,
that new product concepts displayed at the National Association of Home Builders' Show in
Answer to Yesterday s Pura,
January,
Houston, Texas, in
would help provide continued grOMO
MO MUDMO
ACROSS
3-Substance
The Tappan Company, Mans- owth for the Company.
MOWN BOOMAR
4-Difficult
'1-Total
00
COMORO
na
5-Ancient
field, Ohio based major appliance
4.Raite•
6-Cyponoid fish
051 MOO M1100
and cabinet manufacturer, today
9-Greek letter
7-Bristle
OMUO WON ONO
12Greek letter
announced an increase in sales
8-Charactenstic
MOOR mon RA
13:Tree of birch
9-Shut
and earnings for 1969. Sales in
00UU RM00
family
10-Pronoun
14•Pirmit
MO EMIR 1111940
that year were $133,877,972, up
11.Possessok
15-Hold beck
pronoun
0312
N3OR
7,8 percent from the $124,209,17-Kettledrums
16.Syrisa river
1B00 MOM Ula
19-Youngster
203, recorded in 1968. Net earrn
18-Vital orpn
on 12311CORO
20-Filaments
ings were $3,441,242, compared
OMMMOM RMEIRR
21-Condescending 20-Cannabis
21-Smallest
BOOUR 00 GOO
with $3,184,496 for 1968, while
look
number
23-Parent
24
earnings
per share equalled
(colloct)
22-Ardent
24-Units of
$1.40, up from $1.30 in the pre46 Stroke
32 Blaze of fire
23-Church
47 Anglo-Saxon
Chinese
33-Faroe Islands
service
vious year.
money
currency
25-Citrus fruit
W, R, Tappan, President ,said
27-Organ of
36-Stretcher
48 Evergreen
26-Seasons
tree
hearing
38 Golf club
that in all cases, 1968 figures
28 Parent
28 Time gone by
40-Alights
49 Period of
were adjusted to reflect the ac30-Mental image
(celleq-)
42 Hole
time
31-Symbol
for
29-Yugoslawan
4-4
Let
it
stand
50 Soak
quisition in 1969, on a pooling53-Exist
sliver
Made
45-Detest
of-interest teals, of Quaker Maid
32-Mode
34,1.050
1
Kitchens, Inc.,of Leesport,Penn(Roman
sylvania. In other Board action,
number)
35-Trade for
Dividend No. 171, in the amount
mney
of 10c per common share, pay37-Location
3$-Witty remark
able March 16, to shareholders
39-Test
of record March 2, 19'70, was de- ONE MORE YEAR -- David
gEMIII "IEEE
41 -Conjunction
IM
42-Shallow.
dared, representing the Compa- Kennedy, secretary of the
vessels
1111111111Mall
ny's 136th consecutive quarterly Treasury, tells the joint Con43-Rubbish
gressional Economic Com45-Pronoun
divident since 1935.
11.111M111111Wiiii111111111
46-Mighty
Mr. Tappan indicated that mittee in Washington that
48-Parent
51-Exist
while it was 'popular' to view the administration's anti-in52-Charge the
1970 with considerable pessim- flation policies should start
1111111111::::::MEMII
MEM
account of
ism, the Company was moving paying off by the end of' 54-Anger
MIME
4
55 Sailor
ahead steadily with its manu- 1970. He also said the ad„.
(colloq.)
"%C. "i".111111.1111111
facturing expansion plans, and' ministration - induced busi:
:
::
.i.
:/11111111ttii..
4•:
;
56-Cubic meter
so
57-Dine
expected to pay our approxima- ness slowdown to curb infla1111111111111.%;%allilling
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U.S. GRANT RUNNING FOR GOVERNOR—Ulysses S. Grant, 32,
who claims he received a message from above when he was
three years old telftvitim he was the reincarnation of the
famed general and president, is running for governor of
New Mexico. He plans to campaign on horseback and TV.
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COME ON IN
AND START SOMETHING.

DEAR ABBY: I am nearly 15 years old and my parents
are all the time giving me big long lectures on what to do
and what not to do with my boyfriend. Well, I know enough
not to get into any trouble, but what bugs me is when my
mother says I shouldn't give a boy a "serious kiss" because
it's unsanitary!
I say, "How about you and Dad? YOU kiss, don't you?"
Then she says, "Yes, but we are IMMUNE to each other."
Well, they haven't always been immune, have they?
Please answer this in your column. My. Mom thinks I am
a dumb kid.
NOT SO DUMB
DEAR NOT: There are better reasons for avoiding the
"mosth-to-moutk resuscitation-type" kiss at your age. I think._
your Mom is giving you a kindergarten lecture when a
baccalaureate sermon would be more appropriate.
DEAR ABBY: I'm sure this will sound like one of your
more strange letters, but it's true. I wish my husband and
his girl friend would make up'
Something evidently happened between them and now he
is so miserable, he's practically sick. In turn, he is making
me and our childr n miserable, as well.
When my h band is happy with her, he is happy at
home and is so rjuch easier to get along with. I suppose he
treats me and th children better out of a guilty conscience,
but at least we're treated with consideration and generosity,
so it doesn't matter why.
Don't get me wrong. I most certainly do not approve of
my husband's having a girl friend, but after all these years,
there is nothing I can do about it, and I do not intend to give
up all we have accumulated together and let her reap the
rewards.
I love him in spite of her. He is all I've ever had and
ever want, but somehow he must need her, too. I don't know
what's in store for all of us, her husband included, the poor
boob. He can't seem to put a stop to it either.
In the meantime, Abby, it's silly, isn't it? Wanting your
husband to make up with his girl friend. What can I do?
UNDERSTANDING WIFE
DEAR WIFE: It strikes me that pekiaps you're being a
little too "understanding." But you know your husband better
than I do, so if you are willing to settle for half a loaf, then
bide your time, pray for the breaks, and wait for the weather
to change. And lotsa lock.
DEAR ABBY: My husband and I were invited to the
home of a relative for supper. Just before leaving Our house,
she called And asked if we would please stop at the store and
pick up a "few items."
We said we would be glad to, and we did. The items cost
us $7.00. All we had was $11 to last us until payday, which
was a week away, and that person knew we were short on
funds when she asked us.
We didn't want to embarrass anybody, so we didn't say
anything. How would you have handled the situation?
BROKE

BEACON HILL IRONSTONE WARE From Stafibrdshire,
England comes our beautiful pattern of MAO
HILL Ironstone dbinenyare, made by one of England's
oldest potteries.
This lovely floral pattern. WO* Is Meissen bane, on • bap white
body, is ertremftlY durable. The both
is flint hard and chip and break resistant.

Bank of Murray makes it happen!

A DINNERWARE PLACE SETTING JUST FOR YOU:

FREE!

DEAR BROKE: Simple. As I handed over the "items." I
would have presented the receipt, with a request for my
money.
DEAR ABBY: Re "hippies." My son was a hippie. He
would not wash, shave, or have a haircut If allowed, he
would wear his clothes until they fell off him. He performed
natural functions in pilbtic that are best done in private. If
thwarted, be demonstrated with behavior most obnoxious
until his wishes were, partly met or some other recompense
was made.
I say, "was" because since his first birthday he has been
W. J. P.
giving up these bad habits.
Whets your problem? You'll feel better If you get it off
your chest. Write to ABBY. Box 07N, Los Angeles. Cal.
04001/7 For • personal reply enclose stamped. addressed
5.--

REGENCY :Brie. Lire es a delicate, gold band, Flee, oldie, trassiocout clink The usiot dimity will
erasers ass table_ 4gok-e setting cOggists of dinner plate, bread and butter plate, cap and saucer.

Just deposit $25.00 or more in a new or existing regula sayings account.
Take your choice of patterns.'Be the proud posof a beautifully distinctive dinnerware set.
, makes it happen. With your
And Bank of M.)
first $25 deposink'of Murray starts your set
with a Free 4-piece pltice setting. With each adds-

sessor

tional $25 deposit, you can add a setting for just
$3.50. So come on in and start your dinnerware set
now. les the rewarding way to build a savings account and a beautiful dinnerware set, too.

Bank of Murray
01500555 P.ftLC.

F.. Abby's booklet. "How to Have a Lovely Wedding."
'
• seed 51 to than Box mot Los Angeles, Cal. ISM& •
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State Police
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FliA!NKFORT, Ky, — Perhaps
Southern States Cooperative's
the largest haul of pornographic
material ever seized by State
dollar volume, exclusive of grain
marketing, for the first six montPolice was reported today (2/7)
following a Friday-the-13th raid
hs of the 1969-70 fiscal year showed a 12 percent increase over
in which some 300 lewd films
the same period last year.
were confiscated near GeorgeNet savings for the period
town.
reached $899,000, up $163,000
The films are estimated to
ova last year.
have a resale value of about
The New Home of Mr. and Mrs. Joe Dobbins.
This information was contain- LIU "IN $ADDIE"—Expected $6000 on the black market, and
ed in a report presented by John appointment of Robert S. were seized by Troopers Eric
J. Feland of Richmond, Va., Dir- Strauss tabovei of Dallas, M. Burke and John R. Farris
their crop for market.
For a long time the Dobbins ector, Petroleum Services of the Tex., as chief "financial offi- of Frankfort Post 12.
wanted to improve their housing cooperative, to. members at a cer cf the Democratic NaThe troopers raided a Georgeconditions but, because of their regional board meeting held in tional Committee will give town service station after receivages and financial problems, Gilbertsville, Ky. on February former President Lyndon B. ing informatioo that one of the
were unable to make satisfactory 18. The sessioe was attended by Johnson firm control of par- films was being shown there. The
arrangements will local lending 77 board members, agricultural ty's financial Policy, it is re- two lawmen also confiscated a
Germany, clearly re"DEATH STRIP' MAY II DYING-The snow-covered area near Coburg,
agencies. -lle was referred to workers and guest young far- ported by Long Island News- number of paperback books demarking the border as East and west Germany consider the possi;trip"
"death
the.
veals
Farmers Home Administration mers.
-day in a copyrighted story. scribed as pornographic.
bility of establishing normal relations. Zigzagging walls with three barbed-wire fences beMr. and Mrs. Joe Dobbins, where he learned he could qualify
Arrested and charged in Scott
are seen from a West German Border Guard helicopter. West Germany is on .the left.
hind
an elderly, low income family for assistance. With this encourCounty Court with unlawful possThese sessions — there are 44
of Hazel, are weathering the aging news, he solicited the help
ession and sale of pornographic
being held in a five-state
current cold spell very corefor- of Hazel Lumber Company in pre- of them
material was Harold B. Pollitt,
the
by
annually
held
thrOugh the crisis.
area—are
home
new
their
tably as result of
SINGAPORE (UPL)--,,-It wai
paring plans and specifications to cooperative.
Parkersburg, W. Va., who
of
The stockpile now is
to
on Calloway Street according
bungaframe
bedroom
serbuild a two
hospital in keeping with the spirit of the
say stopped at the
and
police
days
14
or
session
12
the
told
Feland
for
Mr.
the FHA office at Mayfield.
a new Singapore night
low. Farmers Home Administravice station and tried to sell
cooperative,
officials are breathing just a man when
Mr. and Mrs. Dobbins are tion approved a long term loan that volume for the
club featurifig a London stripper
films.
the
of
some
easier.
marketing,
little
grain
including
not
In their late sixties and for sew giving him the benefit of low
and a French chorus line was
Troopers said Pollitt also had
for the first'
eral years resided in an old monthly payments which he could stood at $56,317,000
named the "Marco Polo,"
bearing
cards
credit
a number of
fiscal year as cornFood for thought
frame house which was in very meet within his limited income. half of the
explained manager C. M. Seow.
which he said
names
different
ago.
year
a
$50,204,000
to
pared
poor condition. The foundatioo Hazel Lumber Company built the
The Italian explorer, said
he tought from a man in Ohio.
Feed volume — both formula
MINNEAPOLIS (UPI) - An Seow, "believed that a man
had deteriorated to the extent house which is safe, fully insulafind
to
still
checking
are
Police
six
the
for
—
ingredients
and
feed
American company is trading enjoyed good food and drink
that the floors were cracked ted, electrically heated and comTwo Henry County Jail the owners of the cards.
tons
secrets with Russia in the hope it more if he surrounded himself
and sagging. The house was in- pletely modern. This new dwell- months period was 241,000
to
paidwere
sentenced
prisoners
here
cusOdy
in
is
Pollitt
will help the entire world.
adequate in size and plumbing ing, in addition to providing the up over 12 percent.
with pretty girls and cheerful
Fertilizer tonnage stood at terms of one and two years iq jail lug further investigation by fede- LEXINGTON, Ky, - What do
Scientists of Cargill. Inc. and companions. He was a swinger"
was unsatisfactory and there was family comfortable beusing,is an
you do when you're running a hosbeating
Saturday
for
other
second
the
is
Ile
authorities,
ral
as
to
teas,
compared
plant breeders In Russia have
no insulation to keep out the biting attractive community improveprisoners.
suspect charged here recently pital with 775 patients, 490 em- agreed to trade
"seed secrets"
cold and windows and doors were ment and enhances the value of 116,000 tons for the previous
ployees, it's below zero outside,
Jerry Merrell drew- con- with sale of lewd Material.
in poor condition.
and you're scraping mud at the years before the improved
neighboring properties.
secutive
terms
11
of
and
months
The house was heated by an old
varieties are finally tested and
bottom of your coal pile?
Seed volume was $2,500,000 General Sessions Court Judge
coal stove which, in addition to
You holler for help, that's released to farmers in their own
before. Millard Kesterson also fined him
year
the
over
$400,000
up
was
hazard
being a serious fire
areas. Previously seed men in
'Good Night, Sweet Prince'
what
Miscellaneous farm supply 850 on each charge.
Yanks in Holland
very inconvenient for an elderly
That was the situation at Eas- this country could not obtain
a
to
guilty
up
pleaded
Merrell
$13,300,000,
reached
volume
couple. Mrs. Dobbins, although
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) — Gene $1,300,000 over the same pealed charge of beating Charles Horn
tern State Hospital here during new seeds until long after they
THE HAGUE (UPI) —"Each the recent cold snap when a
. her health has not been good,car- Fowler's biography of the late
had been releasedjp Russia.
on
not
Thursday
and
night
guilty
es for two young toys of the neigh- John Barrymore, "Goodnight, last year.
day, about 3,000 Dutch dentists delivery failed to show and tt
Cargill, an international farm
to
first
charge
the
a
for
of
volume
beating
Petroleum
at
is
mother
their
Mee UN
borhood while
pull approximately 10,000 coal pile dwindled to a one-day products firm with plant
Sweet Prince," will be adapted six months was about 58,000,000 Christopher Sanders.
youwork. Caring for two active
breeding stations throughout the
for the screen by Oscar-winning gallons, up 6,600,000. Dollar vol- The other defendant, Jackie teeth, according to dental auPPle.
ngsters and keeping up with her screenwriter James Poe for Avon
statistics. The number of owners
Answering the call for help, world, said it expects to obtain
ume for petroleum products was Boyd, was fined $50 and sen- of an artificial set of teeth grods
housework under poor housing Embassy Pichues.
Danville's Kentucky State Russian samples of wheat and
were
•
days
11
29
to
and
tenced
months
$7,000,000.
over
BUILDERS OP FINE
conditions was a trying ordeaL
in Holland by about 200,000 Hospital, where the coal pile sunflowers for planting this year.
and
States
assault
Southern
for
a
on
of
jail
Volume
in
charge
railretired
a
MEMORIALS
Dobbins,
Mr.
annually.
seed
Early
of
Russ Tamblyn co-stars
materials
sharing
the
better
and
in
shape,
was
Grain Marketing Cooperative for battery against Horn.
White - /Asauager
Porter
road worker, is not dismayed
between
two
the
countries
could
of
Department
Highways, which
the first six months was 7,851,- Horn,admitted to Henry Count
Ill Maple St. 753-2512
by his advanced years. He works
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) — 000 bushels, an increase of 9 General Hospital Friday, was
had the trucks to move it 90'result in higher yielding grains to
part time at the Hazel Lumber Former juvenile star Russ
feed the world's hungry.
New Disney deal
miles.
Company and during tobacco stri- Tamblyn landed a co-starring percent over last year. The in- listed in "fair" condition there
Ten Highway Department trucpping season can usually be Mod roie in "The Last Movie" which crease was in soybeans and whe- today.
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) — Walt ks moved in 169 tons of coal, 4114
Sheriff F. F. Wells Jr. said jail
at.'
out helping farmers prepare stars Dennis Hopper.
In addition to presenting the prisoners . testifled at the hearing Dftney Productions and NBC enough for about five days' heat
ations report, John J. Feland that liquor had been smuggled have concluded a new long-term In very bold weather, Eastern
took a look at the challenges into the bullpen where the raclusive arrangement for new State Administrator James Cole..
Phone 753-1272
facing the cooperative during the beatings reportedly occurred and program development and man said.
* PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY *
Inof
result
"The
of
transfusion,
That
Wonderful
continuation
decade ahead. Some of these cha- that some prisoners had been
We Have It — We Will Get It —Or It Can't Be Had
ter - departmental co-operation,
World of Disney."
llenges of the '70s cited were: drinking.
Was enough to get the hospital
(1) obtaining technically trained
employees,(2) providing new cats
mmodities and services, (3) exOD the farm_ service
(4) making greater use of resear
eh and technology, (5) m
t2Ining high efficiency and controlling costs.
0, H. Campbell of Hender
a director of the cooperative,
presided at the session.
Shelby Davis, the cooperztive's Regional Manager, headquartered at Madisonville, ga
a color slide report of the organization's services and activiti
at the regional level.
Attending the session from
area were Guy Wilson manag
of Calloway Co. Soil Dmpr.Assn.
local Southern States retail
let at Murray and board member
Marvin Parks, and Perry Harr
son. Guest young farmer present
The old Son Francisco Mint-deemed!
was Robert Clark.
ly MICHAEL REMAS
Written Especially for Central Press and Thu Al, a Nifitio r
DEVASTATION versus preservation; renewal versus conservation—those are among the biggest controversies going on in
Universal signs Canadian Star
our nation today.
With many of our communities undergoing urban renewal.
citizen and civic groups have become concerned over the preset - HOLLYWOOD (UPI) — Susa
vation of landmarks and monuments threatened by the wzgLiting Clark. voted Canada's 1969
"Star of the Year," will appear
ball.
- Their voices declare that far too many buildings and structures
two :Universal movies "Tell
identifying and honoring our cultural And historical past ate Them Willie Boy is Here" and
being destroyed in the name of progress. They are waging their; "Skullduggery."
attacks against governmental .;nr nits, banks: blisiness oncerns.
HAWA IIA N BEAUTY
planners, developers, and the like who declare that our cities
ON-STAGE, NAR RAT OR
END-DON'T MISS THIS TRAVELOGUE!
must modernize, wipe out blight.
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TWO TYPEWRITERS,
two single beds, $30.00,
duty utility troller, $351
antique dock, $35.00.
753-4684.
WURLITZER ORGAN,
4070 and Lelaie tone c
model 146. Like new coo
Reason for sailing, hay
chased 4500 model Wu
Phone 753-2700.
Mar
1968 SINGER Golden
Sewing machine. Fully I
teed, balance $54.23 or t
anal monthly payment
be seen locally. Writs
Manager, Box 31, Paris,
38242.

FHA HELPS LOCAL
FAMILY RELOCATE

Iwo Fined,
Sentenced In
Jail Beatings

USED SET of beginners 1
Call 753-7530 after 6 p.

SET OF Golf Clubs, iron
Two bird cages. One pell
Call 753-2264.

Help,Yells
Hospital As
Cold Hits

SOYBEAN SEED Let u
your soybean seed for U
crop. Wormy Waretiousiz
poration, Old Concord
Phone 753-8220.

1969 SUZLTKI, 350 with oi
miles. Eighteen foot fib
canoe, Appleby, cam,pinj
er, sleeps four, also utter
automatic washer. Phon
3331.

CRIB of ear corn. Phoz
2893.

KENMORE Zig-Zag sews
chine in maple cabinet. .
ments for fancy sewing,
lent condition, rarlely
$129.00. Call 7527810 aft
13. m.

Murray Marble
Works

WALLIS

Urban Renewal Dooms
Many City Landmarks

SET of =1, 375 F. I. Heac
high riser with dual line
Phone 753-8428 after 5:0(

21-INCH boy's Schwinn I
'in very good condition,
Phone 753-2527.

STRAW.

WHEAT
Phon
2971 after 5:00 p. m.

DRUG

KEEP carpets !mouthful
footsteps of a busy faint]
Bins litistro. Rent electric
pooer $1. Western Auto,
of -The Wishing Well".
WHEEL CHAIR in good
Don. Phone 753-7510.

MODEL 242E, CASE 2-ro:
drill with 3-point hitch
sets of seed plates. In
working condition. See I
Perry, Hazel, Ky., or ca
8728 after 5:00 o'clock.

ANOTHER EREE COMMUNITY SERVICE!

1969 WHRY1 HORSE I
48-inch mower, 10-inch
Phone 753-7287.

A SPECTACULAR TRAVEL AND ADVENTURE SERIES "HAWAII, AMERICA'S ISLAND STATE BY EDWARD BRIGHAM JR.
MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY AUDITORIUM THURSDAY FEB. 261:30 p.m.

8' x 36' RICHARDSON
home, fully carpeted, f
ed. Phone 753-8836,

ONE POLAROID 210 •
with somemories. Cheap.
753-8253.

PRACTICALLY NEW Gel
size bed spread, $15.00. 24
bullitin board, 22.00 Ish3;
8157.

FISHING BOAT, motor,
camping tent plus ci
equipment. Call 482-879(
p. re.

BEAUTIFUL HAWAII

MAPLE FINISH bunk be
mattress and covers. Ca
159•L

RED MOPED. Reasonabl
ed. Phone 753-3040.
I

USED REFRIGERATOR.
onably priced. Dunn's TV
pliance, 118 South 12th
Phone 753-3037.

1951 FORD tractor. 135 1
Ferguson, excellent cm
Stokes Tractor & Imp
Co., Industrial Road, /

HOW'S YOUR
HEARING?

REAL ESTATE POE

FOUR-BEDROOM gross i
Atrium house. Central ha
air, carpeted, family root
baths. double WNW Sri
large court yard, city
&strict. Phone 7E3-7906.

i

BY OWNER: thre-bedrom
Has large living room wit
place, also large family
ODO and one-hall baths. 13
range, garbage disposal,
washer and refrigerator.
trict heat. Perfect for year
living, has outside al
Lake front lot, located at
rams Shores. Phone 75
after 5:00 p. a.

FRE DOOR PRIZE7,0UALITYSTAINLESS TABLEWARE

MURRAY BRANCH

LOST & POUND

Hopkinsville Federal Savings and Loan Assn.

LOST: Drifted from S
Creek. a redwood boat
Has two styrafoam rr
proof blocks under It /
00 Call Isabelle or
Griffin collect at Mayflel
247-4S311.
., •

•
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FOSSILS INDICATE

All Men Once Black?
NEW YORK (UPI): The way Dr. C.
Loring Brace interprets anthropological
evidence "the ancestors of all modern
filen were probably what in America
today is called black."
'the interpretation was his part in a
- survey/of "the state of the species." the
speciek being homo sapiens. His part
was to .trace our origins.
He got the assignment because he is
an anthropologist-curator of physical
anthropology at the University of
Michigan.
Brace's evidence consists of fossilized bones, some "hominid" or nearhuman, and fashioned stone chips used
by very ancient man-like ,n-eatures as
tools. Some "hominid" bones are beS
7
lieved to be about four million years
old.
.t
1
'"

FOlt SALE
TWO TYPEWRITERS, $35.00,
two single beds, $30.00, heavy
duty utility trailer, $35.00, and
antique dock, $36.00. Phone
753-4684.
7-34.0
WURLTTZER ORGAN, model
4070 and Labia tone cabinet,
model 145. Like new condition.
Reason for selling, have purchased 4500 model Wurlitter.
Phone 753-2700.
March-34C
1968 SINGER Golden Zig-Zag
Sewing machine. Fully guaranteed, balance $54.23 or take up
small monthly payment. Can
be seen locally. Write Credit
Manager, Box 31, Paris, Tenn.
38242.
744-C
USED SET of beginners Drums.
Call 753-7530 after 6 p. m.

NOTICE

SERVICES OFFERED

NOTICE

TOR YOUR home remodelkl&
additions and repairs. Free elltlmatee. Can 703412$ or 11111.
Feb-31-C
WM&

1970 CALENDAR Desk Stands
and refills are now available at
the I-edger & Times Office Sup.
ply atm.
11NC

NOTICE

THE MERCHANTS CREDIT
ASSOCIATION

SEPTIC TAPE TROUBLE If
you are experiencing difficulties with your septic tank call
today, your problems may be
solved by Amply pumping out
your tank. Call Steely & Dym,Southaide Shopping Cinder, Murray, Kentucky, 703-71530.
TIC

Will Have A Coffee Meeting
Thursday Night, February 26th
at 7:00 o'clock p.m.

WILL BABY SIT in my home.
F-114WC
Call 723-11493.
heaters
SAWS FILED, electric
and all small appliances repaired 512 R So. 12th St., 753-6067.
March-27-C

at the
SOUTHSIDE RESTAURANT
All Members Are Urged To
Attend This Meeting

"IT WON'T DRIVE YOU
TO THE POORHOUSE"
CARROLL VOLKSWAGEN

MAN NOW IS BECOMING an urban
species and by the year 2000 over half
of its six billion living speciments will
be living in "hivelike cities," he said.
"This may end the 35,000-year span
of homo sapiens and begin the era of
homo covivens. a new communal species
that would control its reproduction and
manage its ecosystem-the biosphere."
As for Brace's interpretation-three
other anthropologists were checked for
contradictions. Some quibbled on detail
but all agreed that in all likelihood the
most remote of modern man's ancestors
were not white.

SIGN UP now for organ or guiWILL KEEP babies or small tar lessons. Commercial
children in my home by the day rock. You don't have to own
SET OF Golf Clubs, irons only.
or week. Call 753-3609. M-2-C an instrument. Phone 753-7575Leach's Music Center. 127-C
Two bird cages. One pellet gua.
dependable
and
unikiAisaas...:71C.:A••••••11.14•WCidn.166111343,AWAVANAfe .kraviummentr.,..:r.umememsemmarmeasCAREFUL
NILID WANTED
AUTOS FOR SALO
125-NC
Call 753-2254.
child care service. Infants thro- ELECTROLUX SALES & SerSOYBEAN SEED Let us book OPENINGS for three ladle', full 1986 CHRYSLER Newport, tour ugh ages five. Mrs. Berlene Low vice, Box 213, Murray, Ky., C
M-2-C M. • Sanders. Phone 382-3932
your soybean seed for the new or part time employment. Call door hardtop. Power steering ery, phone 753-2820.
Dutch color TV in sharp rise
Skiiers cautioned on litter
Autos vs. reindeer
Lynnville, Kentucky.
and brakes. Good condition,
crop. Murray Warehousing Cor- 753-3056 for appointment
alteraand
WILL
DO
SEWING
7-2G-C $995.00. Phone 489-2158. 7-26-C
March-28-C
poration, Old Concord Road.
AMSTERDAM (UPI) - The
NEW YORK (UPI) - Litter
HELSINKI (UPI) - The
tions. Also will baby lit at
H-F-24-C WANTED: middle-age lady -Phone 753-8220.
to 1968 DODGE pick-up truck, like night. Phone 753-6808. F-213-C. I AM NOT responsible -for any worst enemy of Finland's on the slopes can transform a number of color television sets
debts other than my own. steadily dwindling reindeerluids graceful schuss into a sprawling in Holland passed the 100,000
1969 SUZUKI, 350 with only 600 live In with elderly lady, not new, 15,000 miles. Private ownRapala, Signed: T. L Winchester.
is neither the hunter nor the sitzm ark, according to Keep mark in the autumn of 1969,
miles. Eighteen foot fiberglass an invalid. Private bedroom er. Will sell right Phone 489- Complete Small Engine
reports the Union of Producers
7-24-C Garden Tillers, lawn mowers.
F-26-13 wild beast. It is motorized man. America Beautiful, Inc.
canoe, Appleby, camping trail- with everything furnished. No 3701.
chain saws. Authorized BrigigThe national anti-litter and Importers of Radio and
er, sleeps four, also ,uied G. E. washing OT ironing, good home,
Ford & Stratton dealer. Authorized
organization warns that careless Television in Holland. The
automatic washer. Phone 489- close to town. At least one day PRIVATE PARTY. 1962
white t0E-Lewson Power Products dealers.-6-anye -wardens in the-Int-ttroughtless-skIers endanger Union says color television in
7-25-C a week off. Write giving in- aithsertthia• ssld with
3331.
New Production firm
country's far north, where the others when they drop cartons, Holland is pining ground much
formation concerning yourself New top, new, Paint $-375-00. Murray Supply Co., 208 East
CRIB of ear corn. Phone 753- as to age, health, etc., in care Phone 753-8124, J. B. Taylor, Main. Phone 753-3361
13-1TC
reindeer is the Lapps' main lunch sacks or other litter along faster than had been the case in
1104
South
16th.
HOLLYWOOD (t1P1) - source of livelihood, said that the trails or from the lifts.
2693.
F.25-C of this paper, Box 32-J. F-25-C
the United States after the
Former'- Paramount executivt out of the
Title Change
experimental stagelhere.
2,200
Allen
H.
reindeer
Seed
Jr.,
executive
known
1963
CHEVY
II
Nova
station
KENMORE Zig-Zag sewing ma- WANTED: Experienced wait- •
Bernard Donnenfeld and direct killed
in 1 969, motorists vice president of KAB, also
chine in maple cabinet. Attach- ress for part time work, approx- ,wagon. Standard transmission,
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) - on Robert Wise and Mark Rob- accounted for 1,000 and trains points out that litter planted in
753-8539.
F-24-P
$275.00.
Phone
ments for flinty sewing. Excel- imately 90 hours per week.
Dissatisfied with their title of son have formed a new for 600, while wolves and winter and covered by snow
HOLLYWOOD (UPI)- Anne
lent condition, rarlely used. Must be neat, efficient, and able -11181-MUSTANG,6 cylinder, au-r""Two Times Two,,!' director Bud independent
1
production corn hunters killed between 500 and re-appears in the spring to mar rat Lts Will play a guest role in
$129.00. Call 753-7810 after 5:30 to furnish good references. No tematic with power steering,
Yorkin and producer Norman pan', titled The Filmmakeri600. the natural beauty of ski areas. an episode of "The FBI" starring
F-25-P phone calls. Apply in person 22,270 miles, four new tires,
p. m.
Lear have changed it to "Start Group.
x:frem Zimbalist Jr.
to Colonial House Smorgasbord. one owner car. In excellent con- the Revolution Without Me."
SET of 327, 375 F. I. Heads, also
F-27-C dition. Phone 753-2227. F-284
high riser with dual line holley
Phone 753-8428 after 5:00 p. m.
6
F-25-P BLOCK LAYER wanted for new 1689 DODGE Swinger, cYlitl•
shopping center. Apply at job der standard shift Phone 753•
7-25-C
21-INCH boy's Schwinn bicycle, site on 641 North behind Tom's 909.
'in very good condition, $15.00. Pima Palace or call Carl WakePhone 753-2527.
7-38-C land after 6:00 p. m. at 753 1854 OPEL Station Wagon. IsEANU-I'S
I OK BE A
A5 SOON A5
Phone 753-2809 after 6:00 p.
UTTLE LATE
WHEAT STRAW. Phone 489- MEE
7-2114
-8ECRETARY
2971 after 5:00 p. m.
FOR W FIRST
1
7-25-C ARE YOU THE WOMAN? I am
111E5Dite
ARRIVES WITH M4
to
t‘4
\
looking for a woman who has MUST SELL, 1964 Ford nun•
APPLICANT-.
THE
tA41
KEEP carpets beautiful despite
-bird, 64,000 miles, new tires,
HEAD BEAGLE LIST OF APFOINTMEN17:.;
footsteps of a busy family. Buy the desire to get into sales. One des battery, $700.00. Phone
I CAN BERN ..
HEARCASE5
neW
who
they
feels
have
ability
the
Blue Lustre. Rent electric shamN
11-2C
tor
sales,
but
has
never
had
the
411
11•63111pooer $1. Western Auto, Home
woropportunity
to
prove
their
N..
of "The Wishing Well". 7-25-C
1960 FORD, V-8 Automatic.
th. If this is for you, for aP" Cell 492-8747 before 9 p. m.
pointment call 753-8970, beF-26-P
WHEEL CHAIR in good conditween 2 and 5 p. m.
123C
tion. Phone 753-7510.
7-23P
1989 IMPALA four door hardTRUCK DRIVERS
or top, V-8 turbo hydramatic.
MODEL 242E, CASE 2-row corn Semi). Rep•rience (Straight
helpful but Power steering, factory air,
15, 2'2'4 I
with 3-Point hitch_ . and .1-aot-aecossazy. Cas ears- er.-,
000.
oasw owner. new ear
""seu
drill of seed plates. in good themey high pay
after short trade Ms. Gold with black vinyl
working condition. See Preston
Perry, Hazel, KY, or uail 1.14- training; for local and over-the- top, gold cloth interior, $2975.road hauling. For application el Dwain Tapyr Chevrolet, Inc.,
5725 after 5:00 e
'
eleth. 2.-26-P write: Nation Wide Semi Divi- south nth street phone 763.
1969 WHEEL HORSE tractor, sion, Suite 214 Marine Bld., 171 2617.
7-25-C
GO INSIDE
YOUR
48-inch mower, 10-inch plow. New Cirlce Road, N. E. LexingAND BURY
REPORT CARD
Phone 753-7287.
1TC ton, Kentucky 40505 or call 606- GOOD CLEAN 1965 Dodge pick12, after 5 p. in. 606-252- 'inoWlitte, broad bed, six-cylinder,
YOURSELF
AWFUL
IS
8' x 36' RICHARDSON mobile 3484.
F.25.c straight shift. No need for it.
IN YOUR
YOU'VE
home, fully carpeted, furnishPriced right Baxter Bilbrey,
ed. Phone 753-8835.
BOOKS
M-2-C NEED A JOB? Company has 733-5817 or 753-1237 after 5:00
GOT TO
two openings. Part time, $50.00 p. in.
7-28-C
ONE POLAROID 210 camera per week and up, full time,
STUDY
with accessories. Cheap. Phone $100400 and up. For interview,
MORE
1967
FCHUD
Fahiame
XL,
two753-6253.
7-26-C write Linda Emerson, 702 Mea,,,, door hardtop, 390 automatic,
PRACTICALLY NEW Gold King dwiane
'Murray
'KY'
M-6.`" power steering, power disc
sine bed spread, $15.00. 24' x 36' DAY WAITRESS wanted.
Apply brakes, air conditioner and mag
bullitin board, $2.00 Fh3ne 753- in person University Inn,
North wheels. Phone 753-1547. M-2-P
8157.
7-28-C 16th Street.
7-28-C THREE APARTMENTS, close
to
FISHING BOAT, motor, trailer, WANTED: Experienced cooks college, 1602 Dodson Avenue.
camping tent plus camping and waitresses. Top pay,
7-26-C
steady Phone 7534584.
equipment. Call 492-8790 after work. Unemployment insuran6 p. m.
7-16-C ce. Apply in person from 11:00 THREE-ROOM furnished apartment, $90.00 per month plus •
MAPLE FINISH bunk beds with a. in. to 6:00 p. In. at Kentucky utilities. Phone Jack Ward 753mattress and covers. Call 753- Lake Lodge Restaurant, Aurora, 9135 or 753-4478.
M-2-C
1594.
F-26-P EY.
F-26-C
BUILDING, one-half block from
THESE TWO MOVIE FELLERS
WELL -.- IF I DON'T HAVE
RED MOPED. Reasonably priccourt "quart, approximately
RENT
FOR
ARE PAYING ME A HUNDRED DOLLARS
TO DO ANYTHING , I GUESS
ed. Phone 753-3040.
F-26-NC
4000 sq. ft Phone 753-1759.
NATURALLY A CAST OF
A DAY TO USE MY BOAT -AND ME.
CAN DO IT.
TWO-BEDROOM duplex apart7-28-P GLITTERING STARS.WILL
USED REFRIGERATOR.
TREY SAID I WOULDN'T HAVE TO
PLAY THE LEADS, BUT TO
air,
and
beat
cea
onably priced. Dunn's TV
ACT-- JUST DO WHAT I
SMALL TRAILER for one or
GIVE MY PICTURE THE
ceramic
tile
pliance, 118 South 12th Street. carp.'"ttia throughouturangeihoeiramut
ALWAYS 00!
orese
bath
' two people. $40.00 per month.
RIGHT MOOD, WE NEED
Phone 753-3037.
'Telephone
489-3623.
7-36-C
LOCAL
TYPES
ShopLIKE
Southside
Gene Steely,
YOu 00885.
1931 FORD tractor. 135 Massey- ping Center, Murray, Kentucky,
Ferguson, excellent condition. 753-7800.
Stokes Tractor & Implement
WANTED TO WY
OFFICE SPACE in National HoCo., Industrial Road, Murray. tel Building. Over six hundred
7-36-C square feet. Rest room, front WANT TO BUY complete fishand rear entrance, off street ing rig. Aluminum boat, trailparking space for tenant, heal er and motor. Call 7534030,
TFNC
REAL ESTATE FOR SAL/
and water furnished. Call 733 after 5:00 p. in.
five
call
753.
1283
days,
after
WANTED:
standing
timber
and
POUR-BEDROOM peas stained
Atrium house. Central heat and 3092 or see Ed F. Kirk. F-69C logs. Coatxt Ira Scates, Murray
air, carpeted, family room, two FOR RENT or Sale at Univer- Sawmill and Lumber Co. Phone
March-IBC
bathe, double garage, fireplace. aity Heights Mobile Home Part, 753-4147.
large court yard, city school 10' x 52' Mobile home. Air-conWANTED:
Ear
corn
and shell
district Phone 71111-71106. TIC ditioned, carpeted,
electric corn. Farmington Sweet Feed
BY OWNER: thre-bedrom home. baseboard beat. Call 753-9215. Mill, Farmington, Ky. Phone
123-C 345-2225 or 345-2881:
7-24.0
Has large living room with fireI WAS ONCE AS MOO-i
IF I COULD GET ON HIS
MAK
ARE YOU N
place, also large family room EFFICIENCY apartment
REGAIN
OF A HOUSEHOLD COULD
SHOW,
I
across
IT'D
WANT
TO
ZISHLki
BUY
used
Coleman
PO
POSITION
A
one and one-half baths. Built-in street from campus for two
POPULARIT`i,
WORD AS 15ETT`i
camping
heater
and
light.
WHICH
Call
EASIERTO
WI/
TO WHISPER f3E
range, garbage disposal, dish- aisle students. Available March 723.7664.
1TC
k300P1,"
TO WANE IN
BEGAN
UP
WHISPER
washer and refrigerator. Elec- 1st. Phone 753-4342.
A
WORD
IN
7.24-C
1926
PANTS
trict heat Perfect for year round
HIS
1-115 EAR?
living, has outside storage. FURNISHED apartment, all
LA IG.r.'
BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITY
town.
Call
753electric,
near
Lake front lot, located at Pano7-24-C IS YOUR BUSINESS for sale?
rama Shores. Phone 7334109 3195.
7-34-P
after 5:00 p. in.
BUILDING for body or clean U so, please advise. For conup shop. Electric doors, air f.Ual
sail °r wit*
LOST & POUND
compressor, hoist, natural gas By.rflnd.r Ellatm, Sikeston,
J-24-C
WT: Drifted from Snipe heat, excellent lighting, good- II°.
location.
Phone
753-30411.
Cr. a redwood boat dock.
7-25C
Has two styrafoam muskrat
WANTED TO RENT
proof blocks under It. Reward FURNISHED four room apart00. Call Isabelle or Floyd ment leer court square. Private WANTED: apartment or house
Griffin collect at Mayfield. Yr .entrance. Phone 7534645 after unfurnished. Call 7616816.
247-45311.
M-2-C 00 p hi.
•
le2SC'Ir`
• -

or

imommommommilib

by Charles M. Schuh

Peanuts®

7444.

4

REASONING FROM this evidence
Brace suggested that man had his origins in Africa over a period of at least
four million years and his original coloration was established through one of
a number of "cultural adaptations" th'it
permitted him to rise from an ape
Stage.
This was the adaptation which al-

lowed him to make his main living by
hunting and devouring other animals.
The evolutionary process, according
to Brace's calculations, was completed
a little less than one million years ago.
Anthropology is confused over what
to call this creature. Brace called him
"Pithecanthropine" man.
The survey was the enterprise of
"Natural History," journal of the American Museum of Natural History and
was a supplement to its January issue.
The surv ey editor, Alan P. Ternes,
summed up its over-all findings by foreseeing an end for homo sapiens.

a.

4.

by Ernie Bushmifier

Nancy

by R. Van Buren

Abbie'N Slats

by Al Capp

Lir Abner

-
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Shoemaker Funeral
lanned For Wednesday

American....

IFinal Rites Are Held For
Mrs. Sadie Colson

Experiments Indicate
Welfare Plan Feasible

(Continued From Pasts I)
explosives used an attacking
Final rites for Mrs. Sadie ColFuneral services for Darrell Allied bases.
range up to $618 million a year
Shoemaker, College Farm Road, It was the second big arms son of Murray Route Three,.1
for some 12,000 users.
prominent Murray
business cache found by Allied troops wife of the late Robert Colson,
We learn something new every man, will be held Wednesday in the past few weeks. Early were heed this morning at 10:30
WASHINGTON (UPI): Antipoverty researchers
day. We always thought that at two p.m. at the chapel of the this month, South Vietnamese at the chapel of the Max H.
have told President Nixon that an income subsidy
Churchill
Funeral
on
Home
with
born
Blalock-Coleman
Funeral
was
Washington
George
Home irregulars came upon a store
experiment among working poor families indicates
February 22, 1732 and now we with Dr. Samuel R Dodson, Jr., of ammunition and weapons in Rev. Lloyd Underhill officiattion's revolutionary welfare reform
the Aw
February
ing.
and Hollis Miller officiating. jungles 30 miles northeast of
find be was born on
plan rili
ll w
iliortkra.
were
Johnny
Active pallbearers will be Saigon. Included were 3.7 mil- Pallbearers
11. Here is how It all happenDirector Donald Rumsfeld of the Office of
Hugh Miller, Hardiman Miller, lion rounds of snail arms am. Flood, Eugene Flood, William
Economic Opportunity (0E0) gave Nixon and his
ed.
cabinet prelhninary results of a three-year, $5 milBob W. Miller, Harry M. Sledd, munition and 11,500 mortar and F. Flood, Bobby Colson, Wayne
lion experiment in cash payments to boost the in"Contrary to what every school- Terry Shoemaker, and Bobby artillery rounds. Allied sources Davis, and Rennie Flood.
come of 364 subpoverty families in New Jersey.
boy knows, George Washington Fain.
Indicated part of that arms ca- Burial was in the Pleawas not born on Feb. 22, 1732,
Honorary pallbearers will be che came from Communist Chi- sant Hill Cemetery in Trigg
Rumsfeld told newsmen after the three-hour cabbut Feb. 11, 173L You can Ed Chrisman, Beale Outland, na through the Cambodian port County with the arrangements
meeting that the experiment indicated Nixon's
inet
Caesar's
by the Max H. Churchill Funblame it all on Julius
Cecil B. Farris, Henry Warren, of Slhanottkville.
reform programs are in fact practical."
welfare
directioa in 46 B. C.
Herman K. Ellis, Burgess ParkOfficial military sources have eral Home.
"'THE TROUBLE was that the er, Nat Ryan Hughes, Robert 0. predicted guerrillas will step Mrs. Colson, age 80, died SunHe said Congress is dissatisfied with current welJulian year was about 11 min. Miller, H. Glean Doran, James up attacks all over the country day at seven pm, at the conprograms, and he expressed confidence lawfare
utes longer than the solar year. M. Lassiter, Ralph McCuiston, in a spring campaign early in valescent division of the Murmakers would approve a plan "roughly comparable"
ray-Calloway County Hospital.
A modest error, perhaps, but L D. Miller, Buford Hurt, Dan March.
to the President's proposals.
"It is clearly the lest of various ideas and conThis group of University School Students touredthe Land Between by the time of Pope Gregory Hutson, and C. T. Winslow, Jr. American Et52s bombed guer- Survivors are three sons, Marof
the
the
date
1582,
cepts being discussed," Rumsfeld said.
Burial will be in the Murray rilla bunkers, storage and stag- vin Flood, Homer and Calvert
the Lakes recently.
Photo by Bob Haar XIII in
vernal equinox-the first day Cemetery with the arrange- ing areas one mile south of 'lion, three half sisters, four
THE 0E0 REPORT said there was no evidence
of spring-was oat of kilter by meats by the Blalock-Cold:min the Demilitarized Zone (DMZ)
brothers, eleven grandchilthe social studies activities.
that poor people getting federal benefits would stop
and six great grandetelThe evening hours, 6:30 p.m. 10 days.
Funeral Home where friends Monday, hitting at one of the
working. It said the first results indicated they used
to 10:00 p.m., found the groups
possible springboards for at
"The Pope ordained, as Popes may call.
money to purchase family needs.
the
searchtrips,
field
Involved in
could do in those days, that Shoemaker, age 52, died Mon- tacks.
addition, it said, the experiment gave promIn
The Stratofortresees dropped
ing for deer and other wildlife Oct. 5, 1582, would be Oct. Li, day at five a.m. at the Murrayise that the $4 billion Nixon family assitsance plan,
following a compass course, and and made further refLoements Calloway County Hospital. Sur- more than 90 tons of bombs in
now before Congress, would cut costs of administaking moonlight hikes through In the calendar to keep this vivors are his wife, Mrs. Mr the raid four miles west of Gio
tering a welfare program more than 50 per cent.
the forest.
The Administration proposal would guarantee a
sort of thing from happening the Hurt Shoemaker; daughter, Linh. •
Notwithstanding a more than again.
Mrs, Larry McGuire; son, Har- The bombers flew no mispenniless family of four headed by a man or woman
willing to work $1600 in cash and about $800 in
crowded schedule, there was
"Great Britain and her colons old Shoemaker; sister, Mrs. ihms over South Vietnam
food stamps. Families of the same size in which the
time for fm and relaxation. Vi- ies, however, resisted this "Pa- Brent McNutt; three grandchil- Monday night or early today,
By Beth Garrison
U. S. communiques repotted.
head was working would continue to get partial
gorous soft tall games and hik- rish" innovaction. When they dren
benefits until their earned income reached $3920 a
202s were diverted to Laos
and Gayle Rogers
ing expeditions gave students a finally did get around to ad- The deceased operated the
year.
change from the studies. Just mitting, in the middle of the Shoemaker Popcorn and Seed on three occasions last week
NEW YORK (UPI)- Stocks
Thirty-eigbt high school she before "lights out" the groups 18th century, that the Gregon- Company for 25 years and was and early this week to pound
THERE HAS BEEN some criticism that the Nixdents from Murray University gathered befcre a log }Ire for a ian calendar made sense, their president of the Kentucky Seed supply routes supporting 10,- opened higher today in moderon plan would Increase dependency and encourage
School braved cold, mud„ and period of fellowship and refresh- year was 11 days out of lies. Dealers Association for four 000 North Vietnamese troops ately active trading.
loafing on public -welfare. Others have complained
Shortly after the opening, the
wind to take their rlacsroom ments: hot dogs, popcorn, and
years. He was a Mason and a on an offensive that last weekthe proposed benefits are too low, or that there is
U
P
end
I
drove
Laotian
marketwide
indicator
government
activity to the outdoors in the marshmallows,
"Parliament changed it all in Shriner along with being a
no need to require the poor to seek jobs or job trainforces
from
the Hain of Jars. showed a gain of 0.39 per cent
Land Between the Lakes, Febing.
Evaluating the experience, two fell strokes. First, New member of the YBMC and RotBattlefield "reports said there on 364 issues crossing the tape.
ruary 12-13.
The 0E0 study did not go into those questions,
Terry Shelton and Jackie Rose, Year's Day; 1752, was moved ary Club. He was active in Dema
bet noted there was no work requirement among the
Education in a natural setting, coordinators of the trip, made from the medieval date of ocratic ,politics and served as a were no significant ground Of these, 188 advanced, and 101
Monday
involving declined.
families in the income subsidy experiment in Tren
a doctrine of the philosopher, lliEs comment '"I'he general pur- Mutt 25 to Jan. 2, in effect
councilman- and a Master
erican troops. Guerrilla gunton, Paterson and Passaic, N. J. A total of 92 per
Boeing rose 11,i3 to 25%, while
Jean-Jacques R OSSMU, was put pose of the LBL field trip was abolishing the last 83 days of Comsnissioner. He was a Navy
cent of the families had an income.
to test as the students particip- to make the student become more 1751.
veteran of World War II and a ners carried out five shelling Penn Central picked up I/a to
American Telephone
ated in a less formal atmosphe- aware of the ways in which the
member of the First United Me- attacks Monday night and earThe report said there is "no evidence that work
ly today against Allied installs- dipped 14 to 50%.
re. Five study areas were ex- environment shapes man, and the "THE RESULT WAS that
Church.
effort declined among those receiving income sup
eats. Military spokesmen said
Among the oils, Mobil gained
plored: art, math, language arts, ways in which man shapes the Washington, who was 19 in
port payments. On the contrary, there is an indicatwo of the attacks caused caw % to 42, Gulf 1,4 to 261/8, and
science, and physical education. environment, both to his advan- 1750 (old style), had no birthdon that the work effort of participants reedving
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or
damage.
day
at
all
in
1751,
but
Standard
of
became
Indiana 11/a to 42t.
It was not difficult to find tage and disadvantage. The outIngeeses
_ . d rdetlyt_ to those not receiving
yme
ents:.
ps
aym
Atlantic Richfield spurted 4 to
related activity for each divi- door activities were designed 30 on Feb. 11, 173e (new style).
701/2.
sion. The closeness to nature to encourage the student to think, "Parliament still had to get
The report also said it appeared the Nixon proIn the electronics, Westinginspired students to write more to be creative, and to increase rid of those 11 extra days. So
gram, not includingjob training and day care for
It arbitrarily decided that the
house eased % to 61, but Litton
creatively with new coocepts of his powers of perception."
the children of working poor mothers, could be adday after Sept. 2, 1752, would
rose % to 28, and Control Data
sensory perception. What could
To re-schedule the postponed
$96 per year, corn
ministered at a cost of
be
Sept
14.
Thus
the
following
provide more challenging subjec- February event was not easy for
% to 60%. Telex Corp. jumped
ADULTS 110
with the annual cost of $200 to $300 for the prPeas?ndt
February,
in
1733,
Washington
1% to 1231,2, and General
ts for the budding artists? Since many schools make constant use
NURSERY 7
welfare system.
Electric held unchanged at
weather was very much in evid- of the facilities. Mr,John Paulke, celebrated hit 21st birthday not
February
20,
1910
on
the
llth
but
on the 22nd,
stemeemammill
68%.
ence, it was easy to explain con- Supervisor of Cooservation-EdHunger ybaps
of the
ld _
Chrysler lost '/s to 26%, Ford
ditions of wind, temperature,and ucation, in an interview said that as every schoolboy knows he
NEWBORN
ADMISSIONS
crushing problems. And the rumSunday at four am. at the West% lower to 391/2 and American
relative humidity. Trips to Em- from April 1966-December 1969 should have.
ern Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
tiles of the population explosion
rs was unchanged at 9%.
pire Farm, Center Furnace, Silo 10,295 students were in residMrs.
Peggy
Whited
and
'The important thing, of course, keep increasing at a terrifying
Her husband, Robert, owner of
Overlook, and the Conservation ence and 26,000 meals were servGirl, 1323 Poplar, Murray;
is that Washington was ever pace.
Holland Drugs, died September
Educational Center highlighted ed. These students came from
born at all. Feb. 11, 1731, or
2, 1964.
Drastic new ways to develop Boy Scarbrough (Matter - Dana
Kentucky, Tennessee, ladiana Feb. 32, 1732, the third Mon- food have to be found fast. Mao Scarbrough), 1108 Vine, Murray, Family planning with spray gun
The funeral for Mrs. Dorothy
Survivors are two sisters,
and Illinois.
Rolland of 106 North 10th Mrs. Alfred lAndsey, Dr. and
day or whenever-he remains ions of people are starving in
DISMISSALS
Faculty members involved first in the hearts of his coun- underdeveloped parts of the worLONDON (UPI) Animal Street was held this morning at Miss Rubye mbeatley, and one
with the project were Mrs. Joan trymen through every succeed- ld. But even in the richest counscience has developed an aerosol 10:30 at the chapel of the J. H. brother, James Vorhealtley, all
Mrs. Marjorie Cook,212 North spray with the scent of boas to Churchill Funeral Home with of Mayfield. Allred Lindsey,
Arnold, Mrs. Shirley Wilferd, ing generation!'
tries such as the United States
officiato Jr., of Murray is a nephew.
and Miss Hazel Tarry, Thomas
millinne more are seriously und- 12th, Murray; Alvin Howard,Rte. determine whether sows are in Rev. William M. Porter
7,
Mayfield;
Vaughn, Jackie Rose,Terry ShelWilliam
fog.
Ross,
Rte.
hunger
of
the
mood for artificial
ernourished. Pockets
Pete Panzeton, and Homer Allen. Student
are scattered across the globe. 1, Dexter; Mrs. Carlene Pas- insemination, according to the Pallbearers were
Jr.,
chall,
Terry
DaVenRte.'
3,
teachers
included
Puryear,
Tenn.;
world'ssoon
annual report of the. Meat _and r*, Vernon Stubblefield,
!Lys Feb. 13 Belly dancer signs
_
port, Jim Cartledge, Mike Petty.
g. Jimmie Greer, Rte, I, Livestock Commission. The Tames Thumond, Dick Bidewell,
may
pockets
hunger
in
people
Roy Melvin Brent, Arlington Rt. and Craig
Bailey,
It
R.
Almo;
and
Mrs.
Shroets
Mary McDougal, spray is squirted iit,the sow's Frank
Rhodes.
ward off matnutrition by eating
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) 1, prominent Carlisle County
Burial was Iii the Murray
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certain crushed leaves and wee- 1006 Payne, Murray; Miss Tam- face and her reaction tells Jr.
arrange- Greek-born belly dancer Helena
the
with
Cemetery
my
farmer, was crustier' to death
Brandon,
719
Nash,
Murray;
farmers if artificial mating is
ds that contain large amounts of
Kanianiotes has signed foe a
property tax produces about 40 water. According to a recent Mrs. Lottie Garner, 719 Murray worthwhile, the Commission ments by the J. H. Churchill featured role in National
this afternoon when a large tree
Funeral
Homo.
Court,
Murray;
Richard
Miller,
per
cent
of
the
local school article in the Journal of the
fell on him while he was cutting
said.
General's "The Baby Maker."
Mrs. Holland, age 55, expired
budget with the remaining rev- American Medical Association, Rte, 1, Aimee
timber on his farm
enue split 58 per cent from these leaves and weeds are grow- I Expired
Deputy coroner Terry Isaacs
306 &ego
said the accident occurred about
Federal State Martet News state sources and approximately ing wild throughout much of the Mrs. Ethel Vinson,
6th, Murray; Walter Key, 414
2:30 p.m, Mr. Brent died a few Service 2-24-10 Kentucky Pur- two per cent through Federal world.
LEGAL NOTICE
minutes later after summoning chase Area Hog Market Report alt
Small experimental machines South 8th, Murray; Clarence StuRte,
The
tax
rate
in
Murray
for
efield,
5,
Murray,
hides 9 Buying Stations.
that crush the weeds and extract
Mr. Brent, who was 54, was
Receipts: Act. 889, EL 680 all school purposes is 56 cents protein from them are already
assessment,
•
$100
per
decrease
chairman of the Republican Head, Barrows and Gilts Mostbeing tested. The extracted pro- ADULTS
of almost three cents since 1966.
104
party in Carlisle County; a ly Steady; Sows, Steady.
tein is processed into a food
member of Milburn Masonic US 2-3 200230 lbs $77.50-28.00; The average school property tax with a cheese-like texture but NURSERY 8
US 2-4 190,240 lbs $27.00-27.50: rate for city school districts no taste. English biochemists FEBRUARY 21, 1970
in Kentucky is 69 cents while
Lodge No. 927; and an honorary US 2-4 240-260 lbs
126.50-27.00:
working on the project suggest
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Chapter Farmer.
US 3-4200-220 lbs $26.00-26.50; county districts average slight- banana as a good flavoring. Banly under 50 cents.
Survivors include his wife, SOWS:
ana flavored hot dogs - made of
Mrs. Dorothy Ann Brent; a son, US 1-2 270-350 lbs $23.5024.00,
Mrs. Georgia Chambers and
The association pointed out weed protein not meat - may be
Steve Allen Bran, East Prarie, .
There are pending in the United
Few $24-50; that surrounding states levy the the answer to hunger, they say, Baby Girl, 508 Story Ave., Murfive papers are on file with the Court and
Mo.: his mother, Mrs. Mae US 1-3 300-550 lbs 922.50-23-50;
Baby Girl Myers (Mother
States District Court for the Southern Discopies are available for examination in
In many parts of the world. ray;
tax
for
their
following
property
Tackett Brent, Milburn; and two US 2.3 450-650 lbs 92180-22.50.
Carol ), 1001 Glendale, Murray.
trict of New York ("the Court") a numRoom 508 of the Court House, Room 508
probit
is
Mae,
the
However
$1.04,
Indiana
schools: Missouri
grandchildren.
ber of class actions (the "actions") against
being a part of the Clerk's office. Plans of
lem
solved.
has
to
be
Huage
$1.56, Illinois $1.45, Ohio $1.28,
DISMISSALS
Chas. Pfizer & Co.. Inc., American CyanaFuneral arrangements are inallocation were also filed by the State of
Virginia 74 cents, Tennessee 63 and poverty are the basis fo
mid Company, Bristol-Myers Company,
Connecticut and others,- by the County of
complete. Friends may call at
Texas is known as the Lone cents, West Virginia 50 cents despair - and disease.
Olin Mathieson Chemical Corporation,
Los Angeles, by the City of Philadelphia
Milner Funeral Home, Bardwell,
Mrs. Barbara Latimer, 1705
germs, for example
Tuberclosi
Star State because of the single and Kentucky 57 cents. The avSquibb Beech-Nut, Inc. and The Upjohn
and others, by the City and County of San
Murray;
Seldon
Miller,
Lamb,
after 5 p.m. Tuesday.
erage tax in the states listed is thrive under conditions of
star in the state flag.
Company, alleging that those companies
Francisco, by the Committee of Counsel
diet, crowded housinginadequt con Rte, 4, Murray; Jessee Canady,
$1.04 per $100 assessment, apviolated the antitrust laws in the sale of
in the consolidated wholesaler-retailer
Box
454,
Murray;
Mrs.
Vernie
certain of their broad spectrum antibiotic
proximately two times the lo- ditions, and poor general health
class action, and by the State of yermont.
Like hunger, the problem of T Howard, Rte, 1, Murray;'Mrs.
'products. It is fujther alleged that as a
cal tax.
Copies of these plans are also available
New
Coo
Hermes Shackelford,
result purchasers of such products have
for examination in Room 508 of the Court
In Murray the local board is is world-wide.
cost Dennis Robins, 910 Clay
paid prices higher than they otherwise
House.
!levying the maximum school
There are ways to fight hangwould have paid. EaTfly last year, the deThe payments in compromise of the
tax permitted under existing er. And they must be found. Se, Paducah; Mrs. Florine Cobb,
fendants, while denying liability, offered
actions, as set forth in Exhibit B to "Eleclaw. "It would seem reasonable There are also ways to treat.- 317 Anderson Ave, Mayfield;
$100 million in settlement of all claims by
tion by Defendants to Proceed with a
n view of the fact that-we do even prevent - T13, Check with Mrs. Helen Cope, 215 South 11th,
three groups of purchasers, one group inModified Plan of Allocation" (the paper
have a relatively low tax rate your local tuberculosis and res- Murray; Mrs. Judy Pullen and
cluding individual consumers.
described in clause (4) in the paragraph
thet our local board which is piratory disease association for Baby Boy, 211 West 11th, BenNOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that a
next above), are subject to reduction for
ton; Mrs. Judy Scribner, 741
elected by the citizens of this more information.
hearing will be .held before the Court befurther administrative expenses and for
Murray
Court,
Murray;
Mrs.
school district should have the
They have the facts.
ginning on March 24, 1970, at 10 o'clock
fees and expenses (as later allowed by the
Janet Ferguson, New Concord;
.statuatory right to levy a tax
in the morning in Room 110 of the United
Court) of •counsel for plaintiffs in the
Mrs.
Beverly
Lovett,
Rte.
1,
limits
within
reasonable
rate
States Court House, Foley Square, New
actions. These amounts must be divided
for the support of our schools",
Benton; Mrs. Sally Parr, 512
York, New York. The purpose of the
with the Court's approval among all the
Phil Shelton, president of the
South 12th, Murray; Mrs. Fanny
hearing is to determine whether a proclaims represented in the actions includassociation said.
Stone, 603 S. 9th, Murray; Mrs.
posed compromise and settlement of all
ing those of individual consumers.
He pointed out that the loElla Willoughby, Gen. Del., New
the actions should be approved by the
According to notices already given with
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cal school board has the reCourt under Rule 23(e) of the Federal
oncor d.
the Court's approval, each state and other
Rules of Civil Procedure. If So approved,
sponsibility of 'developing a by the legislature in some or
governmental entity participating in the
good educational system, but at all of our demands would
all the settled actions will be dismissed on
Avotd your Waterloo by
settlement is authorized to use for the
BOTH
brIng.ng your tax problems
the merits as against all defendants with
the same time it is limited with prompt the KEA to call an end
benefit of its citizens in midi manner as
preparation
FEDERAL
n
to M & R KOCK You'll get
prejudice.
authority to act.
directed by the Court whatever money is
to the strike," mid Whaley.
every to, break that's corning
AND
The terms of the proposed compromise
"We believe that local libard
recovered on account of claims of conThe public's- reaction was
to Youealus Our guarantee of
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) and settlement are contained (1)}ia prosumers represented in its action who failed
members, duly elected by the mixed following the first day
STATE
CKCuraCy
Warner Bro.
_preparing an
posal of the defendants (dated Webruary
to file an individual claim by August 16,
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original screenplay?tillet's Get a
1969.
authority to set the local tax
Trivette,
Don
president
of
the
o
than
a lot cheaper
in a "proposed Plan of Allocation" filed
. At the hearing on March 24, 1970, any
rate for the schools in Murray", Fayette County Education As- Close-Up of the Messiah," for
psychiatrist, too.
by the State of Alabama and many other
UP
member of any class represented in the
he continued. He pointed out sociation, announced he would feature production.
states (the "Alabama Plan": submitted to
actions may appear and present any proper
GUARANTII
that the school board had great- lead 250 carloads of "concerned
the Court in chambers and to defendants
Oreparol,on ol e•ery lOn return
O'
We o.ora•lee O(
argument and evidence, but no person not
er
knowledge
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situafrom
parents"
Lexington to the
- i that cost yaw arty Pelalty or
e any eric
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in August 1969, and filed with the Clerk,
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tion
than
even
the
.rtterest
representor
peflolty
pay the
State Capitol to help the teachcertain pages having been substituted, on
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ative and senator from this area. ers lobby
Forty-six nations declared war
Janaasy 20, 1970); (3) in an "Escrow
to appear and copies of such papers are
In
powers
seven
Axis
the
"I think the teachers are paid on
Agreement" approved by order of the.
filed with the Clerk of the Court on
, _
Court (filed on October 20, 1969); (4)' Wore March F, 1970.
enough," said Mrs. Daiiid Foust, World War II.
in a document entitled "Election by DeWhen high Pacific winds mother of an eighth-grade Low
fendants to Proceed with a Modified 'Plan
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America's La est Tax Service with Over 4000 Offices
buffet San FrancisceatiVradio is,,iile student.
of Allocation" (filed on October 20,
"If anyone stands up for their
announcers often
dcast
Clerk of the Vatted States
1969); and (51 in an "Addendum" (filed
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to
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Gate Bridge," says National ers," said Dwight Lyons, father
document just described. Copies of these
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Board of Directors
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she is fifty-five.

Man hod Mt
stol
ported it to the polio
was not too worries
got the license nunh

Wheelock Whitney,
Minnesota comes up
following:
Recember when Hip
big in the hip,
And a trip involved
car, plane or ship
When pot was a vesse
ing things inAnd hook was what t
er's rug may have
And Ala was a womb

mend or repair.
And "be-in" meant
ieting somewhere.
When neat meant we
ed, tidy and clean,
And grass was a gro
usually green.
' When the lights and
were turned on so
And a pill might
what you took for
When ,groovy meant
with channels and
And birds were who
urea like robins and
We groovy man, gro
English it's not,
One wonders if the
has gone straight t
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impression they are
den, but at the same ti
at any moment to take
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of hogs literally pile
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Red Towel Dance
Be Held On SOD

The Vets Club at
State will have its an
towel dance at the WO
ing, Saturday night ft
ur'il 2:00 a.m. Music
70's will be heard. TI
will be emceed by I
Parry.
Tickets are $2.00 e
are on sale at the Stu(
ion Ballroom. Refreshmbe served and this &met
to the public.

Community The atri
Meeting Is Horse

hel
eig
at the Fellowship Hall
First Christian Church
community theatre.
All interested per,
urged to attend. For he
formation call 76341132
A meeting wtir.be
day. February 26, at

